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alk is cheap," so the saying
goes . Not always true, of
course, judging by the exorbitant
fees some public speakers can
charge for their exhibitions of
ignorance. Even so, for most of us,
talking comes as easily as breath
ing. Especially we Reformed
Christians in the Christian school
movement excel in talk and thrive
on its practice. We love to lecture
and expound: in class, in the facul
ty lounge, at meetings, and at
teachers' conventions. Many of us
even talk in our sleep!
I do not mean to denigrate
God's great gift of speech. Nor do
I suggest that all of our talk is vac
uous and useless. Of course not. I
am concerned not so much about
our conversations in general as
about the kind of talk that should
but often fails to make a difference
in our educational practice.
Specifically I have in mind the var
ious sorts of Christian philosophi
cal and theological theories, such
as those which talk about schooling
for the glory of God, about educa
tion in the light of the Bible, about
students as image-bearers of God,
and the like. Many of these educa
tional philosophies and theories are
beautifully crafted and persuasive
ly articulated. Sometimes they
even make sense! But too often
they leave the realm of Christian
educational practice virtually
untouched. Too often they are just
a lot of talk!
Do not misunderstand me. I
am not opposed to theory or phi
losophy. I make my living by
spending a good part of my time in
theoretical reflection. No, it is not
theory as such that I decry. My
concern is with the fact that too
frequently our theories do not
translate into practice. Think, for
example, of the many flowery mis
sion statements and educational
creeds to which we school teachers
dutifully subscribe, but which do
not really function in our class
rooms. Think of the many conven4
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tion speeches that moved us as we
listened but were forgotten as soon
as we opened our classroom doors
the next day. Think of the many
commendable products of
Christian educational reflection we
have available. The writings of,
for example, C. Jaarsma, N.
Wolterstorff, N. Beversluis, H. Van
Brummelen, G. Steensma, and oth
ers-as well as my own CSI book
let "The Beginning of
Wisdom "--come to mind. But
what tangible effect do these docu
ments have on classroom practice?
Are they really functional, or do
they just gather dust on the shelves
in faculty rooms?
Christian theory and Christian
practice, in other words, seldom
meet. Note that I say Christian
theory. For the fact is, of course,
that all of our practice assumes a
philosophical perspective of some
kind or another. In our classrooms
the assumed, unarticulated per
spective more often than not is
rooted in intellectualistic and prag
matistic philosophies. So the point
is not that our practice is unaffect
ed by theory, but that too often it is
not informed by the Christian per
spective we all professedly
endorse.
I have come to experience this
reality more and more as I work
with teachers in workshops and at
conventions. It is not overly diffi
cult to present a good educational
theory to a group of teachers-a
good theory about distinctive
Christian teaching, for example.
Many teachers have heard my pre
sentations about teaching as guid
ing, unfolding, and enabling (see
CEJ 1986-87). Not a bad theory,
really. At least, it has potential.
But as presented, this theory, too,
has remained just that: a theory.
Nice to talk about, to discuss, and
to debate. At times it can even be
an inspiring theory. The critical
question confronting us, however,
is this: does this theory (along
with Christian educational philoso-
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phies) make a difference in con
crete classroom practice?
Much classroom observation
in many parts of the country these
past few years has convinced me
that, with rare exception, the aver
age Christian school teacher lives
in a world composed of two cir
cles. One circle contains the right
talk about Christian educational
philosophy. It contains all the right
answers prospective teachers give
to interviewing principals. It con
tains the fundamental themes of a
Christian educational perspective.
The other circle consists of the
teacher's encounter with classroom
reality: the lesson plans and the
grading, the daily routine of deal
ing with the kids and of teaching
the material, the recurring bouts
with fatigue and frustration. Most
teachers find it difficult, if not
impossible, to get these two circles
to coincide, or even to intersect in
some way. For many teachers
these two circles hardly touch each
other at all. They represent two
separate, unrelated worlds.
In recent years a heavy
emphasis on curriculum construc
tion has tried to bridge the gap
between Christian philosophical
theory and daily classroom prac
tice. Projects in curriculum writ
ing, sponsored by CSI and its dis
tricts, for example, have flourished.
Much of the work produced has
been excellent, and it needs to be
applauded and continued. Yet such
curricular work has not closed the
gap between Christian theory and
practice. For one thing, a good
curriculum is quickly out of date.
Much curriculum writing, more
over, seems to be teacher-specific:
what is helpful to one teacher is
disdained as useless triviality by
another. I have also noticed that
good curricular material, even
when accompanied by a profusion
of suggested activities, does not
guarantee good Christian instruc
tion. On the contrary, with the help
of certain ill-advised pedagogical

strategies, teachers can quickly
render a well-designed curriculum
totally ineffective.
If our theories and philoso
phies are to lead to practice, and if
distinctive Christian teaching is to
become a reality, then a Christian
perspective and a well-written cur
riculum are not enough. There are
at least two other requirements to
be met if indeed the Christian
school is to see effective Christian
teaching.
The first of these has to do
with the teacher as a Christian per
son. If a teacher's heart is commit
ted only to a lukewarm Christian
ity, the kind of Christianity that is
satisfied with weekly Sunday
church attendance and a smattering
of morality, then a sound Christian
philosophy or beautiful curricular
writings are not likely to affect his
or her teaching practice. If the
teacher's heart is blind to the eco
nomic, social, and scientific idola
try of our North American way of
life, or succumbs to the idea that
academic excellence and a success
ful career constitute the greatest
educational good to be pursued,
then no amount of Christian philos
ophy or curriculum will affect the
classroom. Then Christian theory
and practice cannot meet.
A philosophy or theology of
Christian education can be translat
ed into classroom practice only if
the teacher is keenly aware of
God's presence everywhere in the
creation, is deeply disturbed about
the ravages of sin, and is willing to
walk and lead in the ways of bibli
cal wisdom. Only such teachers
will be able to engage in a class
room practice that enables our chil
dren to function as loving and liv
ing disciples. Only such teachers
can practice authentic Christian
education.
A heart attuned to discipleship
is the first and indispensable--'-but
not the only-requirement if
Christian theory is to affect class
room practice. We must meet a
second requirement as well: we
will have to pay much closer, more
critical, and much more sustained
attention to the classroom practice
itself. We will have to give up the
idea that as long as we get our the
ories straight, good classroom
practice will automatically follow.
It is presently my conviction

that in Christian educational circles
we have yet to come to grips with
classroom practice. True, in our
teacher education programs we
study a lot of educational psychol
ogy and classroom methodology.
But apart from the question of
whether these studies are biblically
primed, most of them, as I see it,
do not address the classroom situa
tions as we actually find them in
our Christian schools today.
Consequently, the vast majority of
practicing teachers give their col
lege-level teacher-preparation pro
grams very low grades.
The need of the hour is a com
bination of reflection about and
experimentation with genuinely
Christian instructional practice.
We need to get into the classroom
and ask: What is presently hap
pening here? What, specifically,
ought to be happening here? How
is the classroom organized? What
instructional strategies are
employed? What assumptions
underlie such organization and
instruction, and what alternatives
can we design?
Such practice-oriented reflec
tion means, first of all, that we
unmask the aggressively competi
tive and individualistic character
that marks so many of our class
rooms. It means that we work on
designing classrooms that not only
allow the students to acquire all the
necessary insights and skills, but
that reflect the unity, mutual
encouragement, and mutual
responsibility of the body of
Christ, classrooms that function as
redemptive workshops in enabling
our children to become active dis
ciples of the Lord. It means that
we design practical teaching strate
gies that allow each child to unfold
his or her talents, rather than lead
to a mass-produced products grad
ed on a scale from A to F. Such
practice-oriented reflection will
boldly attack the boredom stalking
so many of our present classrooms
and will seek to replace it with an
atmosphere of joy in Christian
learning.
Is this possible? I think so. I
am convinced that we must aggres
sively explore, for example, coop
erative learning and shared praxis
techniques, some of which have
been shown to be very effective
and may well lend themselves to

the teaching of discipleship skills.
We need to take recent learning
style research very seriously and
ask ourselves what all this might
mean for Christian education.
About these and other develop
ments we need to ask the hard
questions, as we energetically har
ness and develop insights, investi
gate new, biblically primed direc
tions in the classroom organization
and management, and pursue cre
ative approaches to restructuring
the teaching and learning environ
ment of a school.
Can Christian philosophy and
teaching practice meet? Yes, I
think so. Recently I returned from
Australia, where I observed a few
Christian schools that, as far as I
can see, have caught a glimpse of
what a Christian school can be and
are well on the way toward inte
grating theory and practice.
Although they are surely not
devoid of problems, these (aca
demically excellent) schools are
creating, in practical ways, the con
ditions that induce the children to
take ownership of their learning, to
support and encourage each other,
to practice responsibility for each
other in and out of the classroom,
and to live the Christian life of dis
cipleship. These schools are
directed by committed Christians
who have decided that if a theory
does not make a difference in prac
tice, the theory is defective. They
have decided to take practice very
seriously.
Do we want a Christian per
spective to intersect with our daily
classroom practice? Of course we
do. For you and I, as Christian
educators, believe in our hearts
and confess with our mouths that
talking without doing is ultimately
not in keeping with God's will.
Confronting you and me, then, is
the task of developing a genuinely
Christian educational practice, a
practice fully consonant with and
reflective of a sound Christian the
oretical and philosophical underCEJ
standing. Let's get at it.
Dr. John Van Dyk is the
director of the Center for
Educational Services at Dordt
College in Sioux Center, Iowa.
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Christian School Leadership:

How Ca n
N

ewly-appointed Principal
Carter had no previous experi
ence as principal. Based on his
evolving conception of a Christian
school as a learning community
that would help children be and
become responsible disciples of
Jesus Christ, however, he had a
vision for the Covenant Christian
School.
Even before his appointment,
Mr. Carter shared this vision with
the board and with his future teach
ers. He immediately involved
them in developing and prioritizing
goals for the school. He asked
them to consider over the summer
how they could implement some of
the most urgent ones. During a
week of staff seminars before the
start of school, he involved all
teachers in fleshing out the vision
and planning its implementation.
He encouraged them to commit
themselves to the school's new
direction.
What did Mr. Carter's vision
include? First, he believed, learn
ing in a Christian school should
knit students and teachers into a
vibrant, mutually supportive com
munity. Children should experi
ence and exercise Christian love in
and through their learning. Mr.
Carter himself showed much inter
est in and support for learning
leading to meaningful student
response (and less dependence on
worksheets), as well as in personal
ized and cooperative approaches.
The staff introduced, for
instance, an annual science fair (in
which every student received a rib
bon). Mr. Carter encouraged and
gave special recognition to such
activities as school-wide political
elections conducted by the grade 5
6
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students; students writing and pro
ducing a play, "Arab meets Jew";
and first graders reading their work
to grades 6 and 7. Mr. Carter fos
tered a sense of excitement about
learning while engendering pride
in the school's program.
Second, Mr. Carter wanted
Covenant Christian to use peda
gogy reflecting a biblical view of
the person. Since the staff wanted
to revamp the language arts pro
gram , he made this subject area his
first concern. The teachers reached
a consensus that a modified "whole
language" approach would best
allow children with different learn
ing styles and abilities to develop
their God-given talents. During
the next summer, most teachers
took a "whole language" course at
a neighboring college. Mr. Carter
continued to stimulate its imple
mentation. He noted with satisfac
tion that library book circulation
quadrupled while photocopying
costs declined. Better yet, the chil
dren's enthusiasm, skills, and
insight in reading and writing
improved significantly.
Further, Covenant Christian
was to be a community school with
parents sharing ownership in the
school's program and activities.
He asked his teachers to send home
regular individual classroom
newsletters. He helped them write
meaningful report card comments
and added short personal notes to
many of them. He took time to
maintain good liaison with parents
and to receive input from them.
Finally, Mr. Carter believed
that the curriculum should be inte
grally Christian. His staff used its
written statement of curriculum
goals to determine which ones they
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should address each year. He also
encouraged teachers to use
resource units available from the
regional association of Christian
schools.

Principals who
wish their schools'
practice and theory
to remain interfaced
keep a close pulse
on learning. They go
into classrooms
frequently, even if
only for short
intervals, and inspire
teachers to work
toward implementing
their school's vision.

Mesh?
BY H A R R O VAN B RUMM E L E N

The principal had the goodwill
of most teachers: they felt that the
school had stagnated in the past,
and they were ready for leadership
that would renew their vigor. At
the same time, Mr. Carter faced
obstacles. Some teachers mistrust
ed the new outside "rookie. "
Others had misgivings about the
new "professionalism" which, they
felt, inhibited their own way of
doing things. Also, Mr. Carter
could not tackle all needs at once.
He realized that effective change is
steady but incremental, and the
need for deepening Christian per
spective in various content areas
took a back seat during the first
two years. Mr. Carter, however,
never wavered in his direction,
even though several teachers, who
felt they no longer fit, left at the
end of his first year.
Mr. Carter and his school dis
played many factors needed for an
effective interface between theory
and practice. His school, one of
three in a three-year research pro
ject on curriculum change in
Christian schools, verified and in
some ways extended public school
research on effective educational
change.
First, a clear, consistent, philo
sophically-grounded rationale must
guide change. Principals need to
develop the contours of such a
framework with their school com
munities and then actively foster
support for it among board, par
ents, teachers , and students.
Second, change needs impetus
from a catalyst. At Covenant,
Principal Carter quickly and delib
erately became the primary change
initiator. He used staff meetings to
discuss needed program changes.

He conferred with individuals and
groups of teachers, asking probing
questions. He closely monitored
what was happening in the school.
He set direction, helped clarify
goals, and constantly encouraged
his teachers. Since the school was
a fairly large one, he also identified
potential secondary change facilita
tors and gradually gave them spe
cial responsibilities.
Principals who wish their
schools' practice and theory to
remain interfaced keep a close
pulse on learning. They go into
classrooms frequently, even if only
for short intervals, and inspire
teachers to work toward imple
menting their school's vision.
Effective principals are, first of all,
educational leaders, and only sec
ondarily administrators.
Theory and practice will mesh
in a school only when a competent
facilitator of change is present and
able to operate effectively. In one
school in this project, the education
committee chair was the main
facilitator of change, with the prin
cipal playing a supportive but sec
ondary role. The education com
mittee chair, a hard-working for
mer teacher, coordinated the efforts
of committee and staff members in
systematically reviewing all pro
grams, resources, and teaching
approaches. She also helped teach
ers implement board-approved pro
grams. The school made great
strides forward, but only until an
influential board member felt that
what was being done did not
reflect the original vision of the
school's founders. The upshot of
the resulting controversy was that
both the education chair and the
principal left the school.

Two conclusions can be drawn
here. First, the principal is not nec
essarily the main agent of change,
but, if not, the primary catalyst
(e.g., the assistant principal) needs
the support of key members of the
school community, including the
principal, education committee,
and board. Also, schools must
establish a written statement of
vision and renew it from time to
time. It is not enough just to adopt
a statement of goals; each school
community needs to hammer out a
statement itself, with classroom
implications. Such a process,
whether initiated by the board, the
principal, or the staff, is important
if future obstacles are to be avoid
ed.
Teachers, finally, have been
justly called the final gatekeepers
of what happens in the classroom.
Teachers of schools with much
successful "vision-based" imple
mentation are clear about the pur
pose, nature, and practical benefits
of proposed change. They are
actively involved in the decision
making. They are convinced that
proposed changes will benefit the
students and will make their teach
ing more rewarding even if not
always easier. Commitment to
change is a strong contributing fac
tor to successful implementation.
And when teachers function as
respected team members, their
implementation in turn can reflect
and refine the vision of what a
Christian school can and should be.
CEJ

Harro Van Br ummelen is
chair of the education division of
Trinity Western University in
Langley, British Columbia.
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Coo perative
Group
Learning
1n
Practice

As Christians and

•

individ uals, young
people must learn
that the way they

accomplish a task is
at least as significant
as the final prod uct.

8
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BY CATHY VAN D E RHEI D E

A

mong the promising practices
that have developed in educa
tional circles in the past decade is
cooperative group learning.
Skeptics wonder whether the inter
active learning approach is a fad
rather than a legitimate teaching/
learning strategy.
In response, one can make an
analogy to an automobile excur
sion. The passenger relaxes and
enjoys the scenery, or perhaps even
nods off. If that passenger were
asked to retrace the route, he or she
would probably experience great
difficulty. The driver, on the other
hand, must be constantly alert to
what is happening and could likely
make the trip again without getting
lost. This driver might even be
able to explain the route to some
one else. In much the same way, a
student's learning in school can be
enhanced through active involve
ment with the curriculum and the
process. A student can benefit
immensely from opportunities to
be in the driver's seat as long as the
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teacher carefully plots the route
and limits the number of detours .
Such an interactive approach helps
effectuate distinctively Christian
teaching, as described by Dr. Van
Dyk in terms of "guiding, unfold
ing, and enabling. "
Group learning requires at
least as much planning and prepa
ration on the part of the instructor
as does the more traditional teach
er-centered approach. For groups
to function successfully, the goal(s)
of the learning activity must be
clearly defined and communicated;
random exploration and discovery
activities promote frustration and
encourage off-task behavior. The
teacher solicits and considers stu
dent input when defining tasks;
however, in the final analysis the
teacher determines which activities
best implement the curriculum.
A sequential, structured
approach to any particular activity
seems to be the most successful. A
step-by-step blackboard outline is
often helpful since gaining the

attention of the entire class in order
to give further instructions is both
time-consuming and disruptive. A
good outline provides the class
with an overview of the task to be
completed and allows groups to
work at varying speeds. An outline
should include a time frame for
completion of each step in the pro
cess ; activities without specific
time limits tend to promote poor
time-management as well as exces
sive socialization. The teacher is,
of course, always at liberty to
adjust the time line, depending on
the circumstances.
Particularly initially, students
will require time to learn to work
together cohesively. As Christian
teachers, we have a definite
responsibility to help our students
overcome the competitiveness to
which they have become accus
tomed. In order to orient students
toward assisting and supporting
each other, it is advisable to begin
with game-like group activities in
order to learn the requisite cooper
ative skills before proceeding to

more demanding content-based
assignments.
Heterogeneous groups of four
that include boys and girls of
differing abilities and backgrounds
seem to operate most efficiently. It
also seems effective to change the
composition of the groups fre
quently, no less often than at the
beginning of each new unit.
To encourage equal participa
tion on the part of each student, it
is advisable to assign a particular
role to each group member. For
example, in a group of four, one
student could be the moderator,
another the monitor, the third the
recorder, and the fourth the
reporter. The moderator maintains
order and allows each member
equal opportunity to address the
issue, particularly encouraging
shyer individuals to participate.
The monitor ensures that the group
stays on task and respects the time
parameters. The recorder is
responsible for a coherent written
version of the group's discussions .
The reporter shares the group's
findings with the class and must be
able to verbalize the thought pro
cess that led the group to specific
conclusions. Other members of the
group may assist the reporter in
answering questions.
The teacher must circulate to
ensure that each group member is
carrying out his or her responsibili
ty and that the groups are progress
ing satisfactorily. (A teacher
behind the desk working on some
thing else undermines the impor
tance of the learning activity.)
Since some students seem to have
been conditioned to seek teacher
approval, the teacher must insist on
answering only group questions.
This can be difficult for both the
teacher and the students; a teacher
seems naturally programmed to
answer questions and offer expla
nations. Group questions should
be encouraged if clarification of an
assignment or of given information
'is required. It is crucial, however,
for students to struggle with prob
lems, to listen to each other's opin
ions, to discuss ideas, and to do
research in order to reach a consen
sus answer.
Any group assignment should
include accountability, either in the
form of a written report submitted
to the teacher, an oral report to the

class, or any of a number of cre
ative forms of presentation. Each
task must also receive feedback
such as a grade, a written evalua
tion by the teacher and/or peers, a
class discussion, or a debriefing
period. In most instances, it is
standard for the teacher to conduct
a wrap up of any given activity in
order to elaborate on themes that
have surfaced or to add supplemen
tary detail.
Students should also be
required to evaluate their own per
formance within the group as well
as that of the group as a whole.
Checklists and evaluation forms
are available commercially, or they
can be devised by the teacher.
Students need to be taught the ped
agogical reasons for working in
groups and must learn to evaluate
their own functioning. As
Christians and individuals, young
people must learn that the way they
accomplish a task is at least as sig
nificant as the final product.
Effective achievement of
cooperative group learning tech
niques within the classroom
requires experience and patience
on the part of the teacher. At first,
a teacher will probably want to
limit experimentation with group
learning, for it takes time to devel
op the necessary preparation,
observation, and analysis skills.
The support of colleagues with
whom to discuss successes and
failures is an indispensable asset.
Good teaching requires the use
of a variety of methodologies, and
cooperative group learning is just
one of the strategies that can be
used to promote distinctively
Christian education. To return to
the analogy of an automobile
excursion, many interesting points
along the way might be missed if
the same person is always behind
the wheel. This holds true for the
students and the teacher. Thus, a
judicious balance of group-learning
activities and more traditional
teacher-directed instruction is
encouraged.
CEJ
Cathy VanderHeide is a
resource teacher at Toronto
District Christian High School in
Woodbridge, Ontario.
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Cooperating
to Learn

B

BY AGN ES STR U I K

8

ecause our present education
system places a premium on
individual success, on acquisition
of knowledge and individualism at
the expense of a more cooperative
method, I am encouraged by the
recent emphasis in cooperative
education. It is an interactive kind
of education that encourages living
and working together.
Organizing the classroom into
small groups is not a new idea, but
often it has been used as strategy
for variety or a reward for good
behavior. I do not believe this kind
of teaching and learning should be
relegated to a frill. It must become
an integral part of our pedagogy
because of its implication for
building a community in the class
room.
Romans 12 calls us to be in
community with one another, to
uphold and support one another
and to share our gifts with one
another. Cooperative learning
brings us closer to that ideal than
10
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many of our present teaching
methodologies. It promotes com
munication among students. As
Michael Marland states in
Language Across the Curriculum:
"The way of making ideas truly
one's own, is to be able to think
them through, and the best way to
do this for most people is to talk
them through. This talking is not
merely a way of conveying ideas to
others; it is a way by which we
explore ideas, clarify them, and
make them our own" (Himem ann
Educational Books 129). Cooper
ative learning also provides oppor
tunities for wrestling with con
flicts. It allows students to gain a
deeper understanding of each other
and develops a sense of cohesive
ness and community that arises
when the efforts of each student are
required for the success of all.
An effective group strategy I
have used in classrooms is called
the Jigsaw Classroom, a method
developed by Eliot Aronson. As
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the name indicates, different
groups in the classroom receive
different parts of the puzzle. Not
until students have shared and
interacted with one another can the
puzzle become a whole picture.
Inherent in Jigsaw is the fact that
students will have to share with
and teach each other to gain a com
plete understanding of the total
project or material being studied.
A very simplistic sample of
Jigsaw follows. Canadians likely
have a clearer understanding of
American history than Americans
of Canadian history. Because the
majority of CEJ readership is
American, I have chosen a topic
from American history.
The teacher organizes the class
into heterogeneous home
groups. (Refer to figure A)
The students are introduced to
the topic to be studied, e.g. , the
Civil War. The teacher may give
the students a number of reading
assignments: novels, articles,

1

D E

D
D
maps, textbook material.
The students are reorganized
into expert or exploration
groups. (Refer to figure B)
Each group is assigned a topic
pertaining to the Civil War, e.g. ,
a) family life during the Civil War;
b) battles and war maneuvers;
c) slavery, etc . Each member of
the group receives a worksheet to
guide him or her in the research.
The members of the group
learn as much as they can about
their topic, knowing that eventually
they will have to return to the
home groups and teach them what
they have learned.
Students return to their home
groups and take turns teaching
their topics to each other. The
information is recorded and com
piled into a unified whole.
The teacher can provide a new
worksheet posing a broad
question; e.g., "From the back
ground research your group com
piled, what was the impact of the

2

3

4
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Civil War on the economy of the
southern states? Use the following
suggestions as guidelines . . . . "
The home group works together to
give a response.
The teacher may give a quiz or
an individual assignment to
test the students' knowledge, or the
groups may work together on a
presentation for the whole class.
I have seen the Jigsaw work
successfully in English, social
studies, literature, and environmen
tal studies classrooms, bringing a
depth and richness to the learning
experience. I want to caution you
to study cooperative learning and
the ways it can work in your class
rooms before you attempt it.
Teachers can't force students to
cooperate, but they can foster an
atmosphere where cooperation is
much more prevalent than in many
of our classrooms today.
Research has shown that co
operative education enhances inter
personal development, leads to a

5
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E

more positive attitude toward
school, and results in higher aca
demic achievement. It has also led
to better cross-cultural relation
ships. Even more important, it
allows young people to experience
the body of believers by upholding
and supporting one another, by
sharing one's gifts, and by joining
hands in experiencing the love
expressed in I Corinthians 13.
When our students, through their
academic tasks, experience and
express love to one another, then
those around us will be able to say,
"We know they are Christians by
their love."
CEJ
Agnes Struik is an education
al consultant in Toronto , Ontario.
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FIGUREB

Success
Stories
BY LORNA VAN GILST

M

ichael Jackson has replaced
Bill Cosby as the world's
highest paid entertainer-so says
the major headline of yesterday's
newspaper. Today the main news
story tells me that my state's col
lege-bound students have edged
out those in a neighboring state to
score highest on the dominant col
lege admissions test.
So what?
The problem with both of
these headliners is that they seem
to matter. They seem to reflect the
major themes of contemporary
society: you must be smart or you
must be successful.
These themes wield great
power in terms of education, both
in the secular and in the private
school systems. When I was a stu
dent teacher training in a sixth
grade public school classroom, I
discovered that my students
believed school was necessary so
they could "grow up and get a good
job and make lots of money." I
could impress the master teacher, I
soon learned, if I challenged the
students to get good grades. The
12
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students were taught that good
grades and good paychecks go
hand in hand.
I had serious reservation about
the urgency to "make lots of
money," but I supposed that the
pressure to get a good job was a
reasonable goal. After all, I
noticed the same emphasis in
Christian school circles.
In the past twenty years people
wiser than I have clarified for me
that within any school, public or
Christian, preparation for success
on the job is a dangerous emphasis.
From a strictly economic point of
view, a strong career-oriented focus
in a school curriculum is impracti
cal, considering that many of the
jobs our present students will
undertake have yet to be invented.
Furthermore, most of these people
will change careers at least once
within their lifetime, if present
trends continue. Therefore, we are
foolish to focus the curriculum on
career education.
The spiritual standpoint gives
even greater warning to Christians,
for career concern so easily over
powers the call to forsake self and
accept the call for service. While
God uses our strengths and career
desires to help us know how we
may serve in his Kingdom, we so
often assume that the choice is
entirely our own.
We adults ask our students,
"What do you want to do with your
life?"-as if they are selecting a
coat off the rack and we have just
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the merchandise to satisfy them.
We talk about our school's ability
to prepare students for this job or
that one. We talk about meeting
the future and we stress Christian
excellence. And then, of course,
we mention commitment to Christ.
Our Christian school state
ments of purpose express commit
ment to the Kingdom of God, but
we often design our curricula to
glorify human success-in the sec
ular sense. Our publicity high
lights the bright and the beautiful
people we have trained: company
executives, published authors,
politicians, attorneys. Such a prac
tice seems to say to our graduates
in the Christian community: "You
are more important to us if you can
make an earthly name for yourself,
and when that happens, please let
us know so we can have a comer of
the credit." We exploit their public
achievements as if the school has
given them worth that exceeds that
of thousands of quietly faithful
graduates serving God on the for
eign mission field, in the local
cornfield, in the nursery, or wher
ever God calls them to build the
body of Christ. We glorify dollars
and degrees as if they signify suc
cess.
It would be convenient to
place the blame for this emphasis
on school finance committees and
recruiters, but very likely most of
us participate to some extent in the
subtle promotion of human-cen
tered achievement. In a recent

not for its own sake but for the
sake of all humanity and thereby to
the glory of God " (Facuity
Dialogue, Winter-Spring 1988,44).
He suggests that the nineteenth
century founders of Christian col
leges sought to harmonize
Christian faith and scholarship in
order to safeguard their students
from cultural evils.
After World War I I the empha
sis shifted from isolation to interac
tion with culture to see how sci
ence and art enrich our lives. Now
as we enter the twenty-first centu
ry, says Wolterstorff, "the Christian
(/) college cannot neglect the suffering
tij of humanity....It cannot burrow
o: into culture while neglecting soci. � ety " (44). He unites the task of the
� Christian college with the mission
tu of the church,and he characterizes
co
such a college as one that encour
conversation with a couple of
ages internationalization,new ways
prospective college freshmen, I
of packaging learning (perhaps
impulsively asked, "In what area
with programs concerning poverty,
do you plan to major?"
ecology,peace and war,and oth
"Business,"one replied. "I
ers),and new strategies for bridg
thought about teaching math,but I
ing theory and practice.
think there will be more job oppor
Wolterstorffs vision presents
tunities in business."
significant implication for all per
I glibly assured him that the
sonnel in Christian elementary and
school he had chosen has a strong
secondary schools as well as for
business program. Then I added
Christian colleges. Instead of talk
weakly, "But don't go to college
ing to young people about what
just for a job."
they want to be when they grow
"Oh,no,"he replied as he
up,we must help them think of
headed on his way,but I knew I
themselves as current,active memhad missed an opportunity to sug
bers of the Kingdom of God. They
gest that Christian training involves
are called right at this moment to
us first of all in Kingdom service.
live as servants who care for other
Certainly,our work is of great
members of the Kingdom.
significance in helping us identify
Thus we are freed from the
our place to serve,but our·usual
temptation to glorify students who
pattern is first to satisfy our own
earn remarkable scores and earthly
desires and then to ask how the
success. We are freed from the
Lord will use us once we have
sense of futility we experience
determined how far away we will
when a promising-or not so
agree to go or how many comforts
promising-student of ours dies
we can forgo. However,Paul's
before establishing a career. Thus,
words in Ephesians 4: 12 remind us
our calling to teach Christianly
"to prepare God's people for works
becomes as purposeful for the sec
of service,so that the body of
ond grader who dies in a car acci
Christ may be built up... "(NIV).
dent as for the student who
Nicholas Wolterstorff directs this
becomes president of her company
mandate specifically to higher edu
or professor at Yale.
cation in "The Mission of the
We who teach must really live
Christian College at the End of the
as model servants of the King if we
Twentieth Century" when he says
want our students to understand the
the Christian college is an arm of
joy of servanthood. That implies a
the body of Christ which "exists to
constant awareness of the Spirit
equip members of the people of
operating within us as we teach. It
God for their life as members of
means that we humbly ask God to
that people-a people which exists
use us in his service every time we
·

step into the classroom. When we
live in the service of the King, then
our students will be affected-and
perhaps infected-by the spirit of
humility that characterizes a ser
vant. Then we will have classes
that make a difference in the lives
of the students who go out our
doors.
Administrators and school
board members have a particularly
difficult role in changing the
emphasis of promotional cam
paigns to attract students to
Christian schools. Such campaigns
traditionally connect enrollment
with financial solvency,and the
accep tance of a student seems to
depend more on "Will he pay?"
than "Will he pray?" We use the
argument that first we must attract
students on the basis of educational
excellence,and once they become
part of the school,we'll change
their perspective.
Such an argument, I believe,
sounds highly logical. Sometimes
it even works. But may we use it?
Doesn't faith play a greater part
than finances in the future of our
Christian schools? Is it naive to
say that if a school is really com
mitted to Christian service,its
members will attract others by their
love and their lives? If that biblical
progression promise is true-as it
should be-then recruitment can
become encouragement and service
rather than competitive arm-twist
ing.
In several Christian schools
where parents and administrators
have stepped out in faith to estab
lish Christian alternatives to career
focused education,enrollments
have swelled after an initial period
of community resistance.
Furthermore,students have main
tained excellent scores in standard
testing and even improved their
scores, according to one adminis
trator. But more important, the stu
dents want to be there and they
want to serve in the Kingdom.
Such stories don't make the
headlines. But they tell the real
meaning of success-the kind that
far exceeds college testing scores
or Michael Jackson's salary. CEJ
Lorna Van Gilst is editor of
CEJ and a member of the English
Department at Dordt College in
Sioux Center, Iowa.
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Pa pers
and
Ped agogy
BY ALYC E OOST E R H U I S

M

y course outlines and assign
ments inevitably include the
expectation that students will write
a paper. Assigning research or
position papers makes good peda. gogical sense; it encourages stu
dents to master aspects of the
course that can only be touched
upon during the teaching. It expos
es students to a breadth or depth of
information that goes beyond the
textbooks. It enables students to
cultivate greater interest in specific
topics . It gives them the necessary
practice in developing clear, logi
cal and cohesive arguments. It
confronts them with the gaps in
their research and thought. It pro
motes discipline and organization
in research and study habits. It
provides a possible forum for class
presentations. It allows for student
and professor collaboration on top
ics of mutual interest.
Unfortunately, the writing of
papers infrequently extends beyond
the university or college confines.
For the majority of our graduates,
the art of writing papers or con
ducting research atrophies when
schooling is considered "com
plete. " Writing clearly and logical
ly appears essentially to be an aca
demic exercise with little relevance
for the world in which one works
or practices a profession.
Although there are those who
lament that many of their students
never mastered the art and have
therefore not lost any skills, I
14
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would like to argue that the art of
writing papers is not fully cultivat
ed and is made irrelevant because
we have encouraged students to
write primarily for an audience of
one---the professor. In limiting the
audience we limit the relevance
and defeat the potential for con
tained subject-matter interest
beyond course completion.
Writing for an audience of one
encourages students to write for
grade attainment rather than
intense interest. Because the pro
fessor is often the sole critic and
final authority in judging the
paper's merits, student endeavors
to inflate the reference list and/or
plagiarize are unwittingly promot
ed. Genuine collaboration or dia
logue is discouraged when the vol
umes of graded papers are returned
to the class weeks after the assign
ments were due. Students who are
less than keen on the subject tend
to do the minimum required to pass
the course. The writing of papers
is placed on par with the "cram
ming for exams." Student respon
sibility and accountability for
learning does not extend beyond
the completion of the specific
course requirements.
If we could expand the audi
ence of one to become an audience
of many, I believe that we would
promote greater interest, account
ability, relevance, and skill in writ
ing papers. Expanding the audi
ence demands that we find ways to
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involve others than ourselves in the
tasks of responding and evaluating.
In a small college setting or in
courses where seminar groupings
are frequent, the following sugges
tions may be easier to implement
than in large lecture-format classes.
The frequent hue and cry
about student illiteracy and
sloppy work might become less if
students could be coerced into
proofreading their papers.
Elementary school students proof
read their classmates' work.
Before any of us submit papers for
publication we ask for editors
and/or proofreaders. Demanding
that students write drafts of papers
to be edited by peers in the class
would, at the least, encourage
greater care in writing and simulta
neously increase the reading audi
ence. Corrected drafts would have
to be submitted with the final
paper.
Class presentations of papers
could be made more interest
ing if peer critics were assigned to
debate tenets of the paper during
the presentation. Designated peers
would have copies of the paper
prior to the class presentation time.
This method has been very suc
cessful in the seminar classes in
which it is part of the course
requirement.
Students often lack models for
our expectations of their
papers. In-house or in-faculty
"publications" of the best papers

1

2

3

written in a previous year would
not only provide students with
required models, it would also pro
vide an incentive for having one's
paper selected for possible "publi
cation" after the course.
The topics selected for papers
are frequently of interest to the
student only, or the professor only,
or to neither. In many disciplines
the selected topics could be made
more relevant to the world beyond
the university. Graduate students
in the natural or exact sciences
generally conduct research and
write papers for specific grant-pro
viding agencies. Although under
graduate students cannot be con
sidered as necessarily equivalent to
graduate students, surely topics
exist in the social science or
humanities areas that could be
researched by undergraduates to
suggest directions for eventual
graduate relevance!
Textbook readings could be
augmented with journal
assignments. Rather than demand
ing that students buy two or three
comprehensive texts, instructors
could select a journal that pertains
to their discipline and is at a read
ing level commensurate with that
of most of their undergraduates.
Allowances would have to be made
by journal distributors for limited
memberships of three months for
students.
S tudents are seldom aware of
the fact that their professors
are writing and researching papers
that are independent of their teach
ing duties. Sharing drafts of such
papers with the class provides a
model of relevance and importance
for research and papers.
These suggestions do not pro
vide an exhaustive list. In keeping
with my desire for collaboration,
peer consultation, mutual account
ability, and shared responsibility, I
am open to others' suggestions for
increasing the relevance of paper
writing and restoring its imporCEJ
tance as a lifeJong craft.

4
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Alyce Oosterhuis is assistant
professor of education at The
King's College in Edmonton,
Alberta.

Th e
C h i ld re n
BY E U N I C E SH ELLEN B E R G E R

S h e came to m e , a small pat hetic totshabby, unkempt and poor. She flinched to see
the scornful g lances of the favored lot
and, lifting pain-filled eyes said, "I don't like me."
( Lord, g rant me love to ease the pai n of t h is small one

to teach her joy In life, In self, In work well done. )

" I won't d o It !" he boldly shouted out ;
"You can't make me !" His proud u neasy eyes
su rveyed the room, daring all to doubt
his power, h i s will, his brave defiant cries.
(Oh, make me gentle , Lord, to view his t roubled world, to heed
and know this c hildish plea for strength, to meet his need.)

A frank, but anxious h ope sh ined in his eyes
but for a moment-then was quickly g one ;
for failure lived with h i m . His aims to rise
are doomed by innate lack and social wrong .
(For t h i s one, Lord, g rant me a double share of g race
to bring ach ievement's glow to h is starved face.)

She tossed her head with conscious, knowing air,
and fretful, paced her quick, deft mind ahead
alert to learning , yet unlearned , yet thereeager to search and find-to know and lead .
(Give me t he vision, Lord, to guide her t hrust beyond,
yet link her to her peers with understanding's bond . )
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Group Learning
in the
So cia l Studies C l assroo m
BY W I LLIAM E. P EARSON

A

ccording to many of the suc
cessful speakers on the edu
cational circuit and much of the
latest research in Western educa
tion today, one of the most impor
tant characteristics of a well-man
aged classroom is a high level of
student involvement with work.
We also accept that students learn
10 percent of what they hear, 30
percent of what they hear and see,
50 percent of what they demon
strate, model, and see being done,
and 90 percent of what they tell
while doing. The learning princi
ple here is "time on task," that is,
the more time that students spend
at work, the greater will be the
quantity and quality of learning,
especially if the work is teacher
directed.
Linking the learning principle
with the characteristic of a well
managed classroom already men
tioned has been of great value to
me in what I call "Group Learning
in the Social Studies Classroom." I
give it that particular title because I
am a social studies teacher. How
ever, the simple techniques can be
adapted, I believe, to fit any course
or classroom.
Let us suppose that a high
school United States history class
of twenty students has this instruc
tional objective of the day:
Evaluate the Effects of the
Marshall Court on American
Government. The class should be
divided into four groups of five
students. The students should then
be directed to research the follow
ing question within their individual
groups: How did the Marshall
Court affect: a) state powers; b)
the status of the Supreme Court;
c) congressional powers; d) the
Constitution?
To assist the groups in answer
ing this question, a handout, pre
pared in advance by the teacher,
should be provided for each stu
dent. The handout should have
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listed on it four or five of the
Marshall Supreme Court's land
mark cases, such as "Marbury vs.
Madison," the "Dartmouth College
Case," "McCulloch vs. Maryland,"
"Gibbons vs. Ogden," etc. Beside
each case should be a blank where
the student may place the follow
ing information: date, the issue in
the case, the Court's decision in the
case, and the significance of the
Court's decision. The important
thing here is that the handout not
be a simple listing of data, but that
it be a worksheet to aid the student
in his or her answering of the
assigned question. This worksheet
is to be completed in class by each
student using the text and resource
materials available in the class
room.
The guidelines for this activity
are as follows:

1

The teacher is present to direct
this project, not to spoon-feed
information.

2

Therefore, all secondary ques
tions related to the assigned
question must be answered within
the group, using the resources at
the group's disposal.

3

If the group cannot answer a
question or solve a problem,
then as a group the students should
formulate a question and ask the
teacher.

4

The teacher should then direct
the group to the answer or
solution.

5
6

The group should appoint a
spokesperson.

Although the spokesperson
will be responsible for pre
senting the group's findings to the
class, each member of the group
must take a verbal part in the pre
sentation.
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After sufficient time has
elapsed for each group to answer
the assigned question (believe it or
not, this exercise can be effectively
accomplished during one or two
class sessions) , individual groups
should be asked to present their
findings on one area of the ques
tion. For example, the teacher
might say, "Group I,please explain
to the class the effect of the
Marshall Court on state powers,
Group I I,the Constitution.
Each group is then responsible
for telling what it has done as well
as for gleaning information from
other student groups, information
which they too have researched.
After each presentation, a brief
period of discussion may follow so
additions or corrections may be
made to what has been presented.
This project has, indeed,
included a very high level of active
participation. All students have
been involved in the instructional
objective. To once again reinforce
what has been learned in class, a
homework assignment may be:
"Write a one- to three-page essay
on the following: 'How has the
Marshall Court affected modem
government?' Refer to at least two
decisions to support your view
point. "
By the end o f the exercise,
each student in class, through a
teacher�directed activity, has com
pleted a valid instructional objec
tive. Research has been accom
plished, and each student has eval
uated his or her findings, has told
what he or she has done, and has,
therefore, realized a high level of
learning. You, the teacher, have
more than earned your "keep. " C EJ

William E. Pearson is social
studies department chair at Faith
Academy of Manila in the
Philippines.

The
Perso n a l Teacher. . .
or. . .
T h e Dro p ped Bib l e
BY A.J. SC H U T

ecently I learned of the death
of my junior high Bible
R
teacher. Although it's been eigh
teen years since I sat under his
instruction, I immediately thought
of the dropped Bible.
Mr. Morsink burst through the
door one day with his Bible
clutched in his hand. He came to
an abrupt halt in front of the class
room,facing us with legs apart,
deliberately commanding attention
as only he could do. Then he slow
ly raised the arm that held his
beloved worn Bible and let the
Bible drop the five feet to the floor.
After its resounding thud, the
classroom became deathly silent,in
fact,reverently silent. In the one
second free fall of the Bible,Mr.
Morsink had created the atmos
phere necessary for the discussion
he had planned. That day we
learned that the Word of God itself
is holy,not the cover and pages.
Vivid demonstrations such as
these weren't the only object
lessons in this class. We learned
our share of facts,and we memo
rized countless passages.
However,as in all learning,time
has erased the major portion of my
knowledge. Oh,sure,certain pas
sages come back to me vaguely
when I read them again,and the
shape of Solomon's temple reap
pears in my mind as I read I I
Chronicles. But indelibly etched
into my memory are the anecdotes
and the stories Mr. Morsink was so
skilled at sharing as we discussed
the Bible and Christian living.
I'll never forget the story Mr.

Morsink told when we were study
ing the third commandment.
During those summers,he worked
at a golf course and had ample
opportunity to witness to fellow
workers. When one of his co
workers continually took Christ's
name in vain,Mr. Morsink
approached the man and let him
know that his language was offen
sive and asked him to refrain from
using that type of language. What
was the co-worker's solution? The
following day "Jesus Christ "had
been replaced by "Cheese and
Crackers. " That was the day we
learned that many derivative
"swear words "were equally offen
sive and we came away with a new
respect for God's holy name. To
this day, I cannot snack on cheese
and crackers without being remind
ed of Mr. Morsink's story.
It's often stated that the prima
ry purpose of Christian education
is to prepare students for a life of
service to our God and Savior.
This goal can be attained in two
ways: through a distinctive
Christian curriculum that instructs
students about God's creation and
plan for his universe,and via the
Christian teacher who transforms
this knowledge into an expression
of discipleship.
The key,then,lies with the
Christian teacher who serves as
bridge between curriculum and stu
dents. The most successful educa
tors I know are the ones who are
the most proficient in personaliz
ing this curriculum. We saw Mr.
Morsink not only as a Bible teach-

er,but also as a human being,liv
ing out his life as an example of
service.
The use of examples and sto
rytelling can be the most effective
way to enhance learning. How
often we've remembered a sermon
as a result of the vivid illustration
the minister used rather than the
admonition to listen. Is it any
wonder that Christ himself so often
chose stories as a means to get his
point across?
Mr. Morsink was himself a
master storyteller. There were
times in which we students would
mischievously plot together before
class as to how we would "side
track "Mr. Morsink into telling
some story about his life. Little
did we know that we were merely
playing into his hands.
So Mr. John Morsink,this
tribute is for you. Through your
wonderfully human stories,you
succeeded in opening up the
Scriptures so that we could be of
better service to the Lord,whom
you have already joined.
Oh,yes,one more story. You
told us once that as a child,you
became extremely ill. To those
around you,it seemed a miracle
that you pulled through. The doc
tor had told your mother that God
must have had big plans for you,
the way that you were spared. He
did,Mr. Morsink. . . he did!
C EJ
A.J. Schut teaches language
arts at the junior high level at
Pella Christian Grade School in
Pella, Iowa.
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Refrigerator Art
BY NATA L I E BOONSTRA

D

uring the great Depression, art
filled a great need. Times
were tough. People had very little.
Art enriched their bleak environ
ments.
Making do with what was at
hand or with one's inner resources
had always been poor people's cus
tom. If people could not go to the
big cities and visit museums and
art galleries or take in concerts at
the great opera houses or concert
stages, so what? They'd make their
own !
Existing in the same time
frame with this economic reality
was a philosophic reality. The
German Idealists had been saying
for some time that what was in the
museums was something from the
past, out of date. Why look at
what others did? What is valid for
me is what I do, and my work is
just as good or as valid as that stuff
in museums.
Then along came Mr. John
Dewey, an art teacher from
Chicago. He said that schools
shouldn't be so restrictive in their
teaching methods. Students should
go outside of the classroom or
bring the outside into the class
room and experience life directly.
Academic subjects should be
taught in the context of real life.
So, out of the classroom they went
and into the construction site to dig
clay, make real bricks, and learn by
experience.
In the midst of all of this, the
invention of photography sent
shock waves through the art world.
Nobody needed artists to record
physical phenomenon or honor or
record important events or persons.
A photograph was quicker, more
accurate, and sometimes even bet
ter looking.
What would artists do? How
would they make a living? "Well,
if we are not needed to paint what
can be seen, we can paint what
can't be seen," thought the artists.
So we had Modem Art with its
mental and emotional "interi
ors"-the inner mind, the inner
event.
How exciting! And how for18
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tunate for students. Gone was
evaluation, for who could judge the
inner state of man? "Everyone can
do art," they decided. So every lit
tle school child did, and brought
his art home to Mama who oohed
and aahed over it and said that it
probably could be neater. But up it
went on the refrigerator next to the
A's in spelling and arithmetic. It
did not take the little student too
long to figure out that it didn't
make much difference how art was
done. It all went up on the refrig
erator with only the best in the
other subject areas. What was
once needed for enrichment now
had become license to clutter!
Clutter! Today's environment
teems with demands on our time,
attention, and emotions. If there is
one thing modem busy people do
not need in their lives, it is clutter!
We need art to point to what is
valuable, authentic, and aesthetic
so that we can eliminate the clutter
and concentrate on the valid-the
worthwhile. Can art do that?
When it contributes to the goals of
general Christian education, yes !
That is one of the purposes of gen
eral Christian education: to point
us to what is authentic, valuable,
and aesthetic, what Scripture calls
"the true, the good, and the beauti
ful. " Not every experience is as
worthwhile as any other. Some
may be downright mistakes. Some
may be just practice, or trial and
error on the way to something bet
ter. Some may even be just play.
Therefore, let's not be afraid to
evaluate.
When we teach something that
we are going to evaluate, we had
better take a long view of the pro
cess. We will fmd that art does
have a body of knowledge that can
be taught sequentially, that it con
tributes to the goals of general edu
cation, that it can be evaluated, and
that it does offer something unique
to the curriculum. That uniqueness
is more than an experience.
C EJ
Natalie Boonstra taught art at
Chicago Christian High School in
Palos Heights, Ill . for 21 years.
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A re Yo u Teac h i n g An
BY DAN I E L R . VA N D E R A R K

J

ohn Bunyan's allegory about
seeking the Kingdom of God,
traveling to the Celestial City, may
still be apropos. The current citi
zens are all looking forward to the
New Jerusalem, but some of us
travelers have faced the temptation
of boarding a train to the City,
enjoying ourselves as the train
passes by the rabble who become a
blur rather than sharply focussed
people with real needs. There's
work to be done; Christ calls us to
serve in his Kingdom here as he
builds it.
On this journey, teachers, too,
face the Slough of Despond; that is
still a quicksand for the unwary.
Today Bunyan might add a Rut of
Complacency to his list of potholes
and hurdles the Christian faces,
particularly Christian teachers. We
teachers (and parents and children)
may fall into this deep track that
leads off into the nether world of
darkness. If Robert Bellah in
Habits of the Heart is right, this
track of ruttedness, of complacen
cy, ends up dividing into separate,
self-centered smaller and smaller
tracks of individual self-seeking,
naval contemplating, so serious
that few see another's need.
Vanity Fair still beckons as
well and not just to our students.
The amusement park is mainly
electronic now, still attracting
hoards of our young people and
20
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children, off with the pied piper to
the sea of deafness and jaded to the
cries of others' needs. In The
Closing of the American Mind,
Bloom claims that our children will
get over their "exclusive passion"
for rock music, but "after its pro
longed use. . .they find they are
deaf' (8 1).
This pervasive influence of the
media into our homes has secular
ized much of our lives. VCRs and
television have put selfishness and
conspicuous consumption in front
of us so consistently that expecting
our children not to see it is impos
sible. One critic has called our
dominant culture the "flash, cash,
and trash" society. Emerson 1 50
years ago warned that "things are
in the saddle and ride mankind."
Which of your eighth grade stu
dents cannot tell you the top stars
in movies and music? My daugh
ter worked as a nanny in New York
this past summer. S he sat two chil
dren, ages five and nine. The chil
dren's father makes a million a year
on Wall Street. Both the kids are
already in therapy. The nine-year
old does little but watch television
and see videos. With the rule for
him that he may select only PG and
PG- 1 3 movies, my daughter spent
more than an hour in a video store
looking for something he would
like. He couldn't find one that he
hadn't seen before. Are the kids in
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smaller, so-called "more Christian"
areas significantly different? Neil
Postman, in Amusing Ourselves to
Death, clearly illustrates the kind
of problem good teachers face in
this general culture:
Meanwhile television forges
ahead, making no concessions
to its great technological pre
decessor, creating new con
ceptions of knowledge and
how it is acquired. One is
entirely justified in saying that
the major educational enter
prise now being undertaken in
the United States is not hap
pening in its classrooms but in
front of the television set.
The television style of learn
ing is, by its nature, hostile to
what has been called book
learning or its handmaiden,
school-learning. As a televi
sion show, "Sesame Street"
does not encourage children to
love school or anything about
school. It encourages them to
love television. ( 144)
In the middle of this self-cen
tered and mesmerizing culture,
how can teachers teach children to
seek God's Kingdom first, to sacri
fice self in order to follow the liv
ing God? What kind of vision of
this Kingdom should we hold up

for our students so that they will
follow Jesus? I offer these four
ways of helping our children to
walk that path.
Teach Students to D iscern

Paul says, "Do not conform
any longer to the pattern of this
world, but be transformed by the
renewing of your mind. Then you
will be able to test and approve
what God's will is-his good,
pleasing and perfect will" (Rom.
12:2 NIV). Paul prays for the
Philippians that they will "abound
more and more in knowledge and
depth of insight, so that you may
be able to discern what is best and
may be pure until the day of
Christ. . . " (Phil. 1:9- 1 0). And to
the Ephesians, Paul explains the
reason for this need to discern, to
sort out the holy from the unholy,
the good from the cheap, the truth
from the lie: "Then we will no
longer be infants, tossed back and
forth by the waves, and blown here
and there by every wind of teach
ing and by the cunning and crafti
ness of men in their deceitful
scheming . . . (Eph. 4 : 14). What our
dominant culture does to us is to
dull our minds, to set them adrift,
to make not deciding anything a
virtue. For example, we hear the
word "affair" gradually replace
"adultery" as the word to character
ize the act of intercourse outside
the vows of marriage. Our chil
dren need to have their dulled and
jaded consciences sharpened by
parents and Christian school teach
ers. Our children will not develop
the mind of Christ by osmosis.
To teach children to be dis
cerning calls for certain teaching
methods: training in questioning,
in examining, in discussing issues
that often now slip to the back
burner of our classroom practices
because lecturing is easy and stu
dents in this culture will sit still for
it. To teach discernment calls for
helping students look at the world
through the "spectacles of
Scripture," to compare this way of
seeing with other world-views
(pairs of glasses) that children may
be using without even knowing
they are doing it.
In our school, we are trying to
teach this biblical way of seeing
through a class called Christian

Living. In the course, the teacher
compares hedonism (pleasure is
god), godless humanism (man can
solve everything), and Christianity.
Then students view all kinds of life
issues through these different ways
of seeing life: leisure, vocation,
death, dating, marriage, self, God,
children, money, the earth, races,
various age groups, and more.
Ours is an attempt to give students
the means by which they can dis
cern. If you had to choose one
skill as being absolutely essential
for students graduating from your
Christian school, would it be dis
cernment? For me, it is.
Teach Stude nts to I nteg rate

Paul says that in Christ "are
hidden all the treasures of wisdom
and knowledge. " In Christ, "all
things hold together" (Col. 1: 17;
2:3). In a society in which things
are coming apart for students and
in schools where subject matter
comes to students' minds piece
meal, teachers must help students
integrate knowledge. In Who
Educates Your Child? D. Bruce
Lockerbie claims tHat "The
Christian school is dalled into
being to do for children what nei
ther the Christian home nor church
can do, alone or together." In dis
tinction from the C bp stian school's
primary function of integrating
knowledge, he says,
The Christian home incubates
a child's character, providing
those moral and spiritual con
ditions favorable to the child's
healthy development as a
believer. The church incul
cates a knowledge of the
creeds and doctrines . . . . But
the Christian school inte
grates every element of
human knowledge and experi
ence into a view of life that
can be whole and wholly
Christian. ( 129)
We need to teach more directly to
help students see that the whole
earth is the Lord's, that Christ
unites all knowledge, that God's
providing care has always been
here and can be seen here and there
and everywhere together.
Lockerbie says, "Only in the set
ting of a school, with its daily con
tinuation of classes and its possibil-

ity for long-range study can a child
become aware of the wholeness of
seemingly disconnected things"
( 129). We need to design more
units and courses that help students
see trends and movements. Was
the Civil War the watershed of
American culture? What does
caretaking God's world mean with
the resources we have? What did
the immigration experience do to
and for people?
We have tried in our school,
over the past eighteen years, to
improve a course that helps stu
dents examine American culture
through literature, art, history,
music, and religion. Students
study their personal histories, their
community's history, and their
national history in the course.
They examine the differences
among these three histories as well
as the continuities. Essential to all
of education is the connection of
broad history to a child's personal
history. To make this connection
well, teachers must use stories ,
biographies, the dreams and acts of
people to help students know
deeply, not just analytically, what
is true and what is not. What this
deep integration of knowledge
does for students is to provide
them with a solid way of knowing
that will help them handle all the
vicissitudes of life and culture they
will likely see long after they leave
our formal instruction.
If we are to teach our children
to integrate knowledge, to help
them see that the earth is the
Lord's, we will have to inspire
them to wonder. The wisdom writ
er of Proverbs says: There are
three things too wonderful for me,
four that I do not understand: the
way of an eagle in the sky, the way
of a snake on a rock, the way of a
ship at sea, and the way of a man
with a woman (Prov. 30:18- 1 9). In
our scientific analysis, we can
explain all of this: aerodynamics
of flight, peristalsis of a snake's
skin, diesel engines rather than
wind, and treating love as if it were
a chemical reaction. Good
Christian teachers model wonder;
they hold up for children their own
amazement at what God has made
or does. They teach awe by mod
eling it. That, too, is a way to
teach Christian integration of
knowledge.
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Teach Students to Serve

We teach within communities;
that's almost a nasty word. In a
culture where serving ourselves is
promoted,Christ's direction to
deny ourselves,take up our cross
es,and follow him must penetrate
layers of accumulated self-seeking.
And we can't serve the needs of
someone else until we see the need.
Good teachers help students see the
needs and lead children in serving.
Our community is getting bigger.
Which would our children say is
more important,the greater need:
a man breaking a leg in a car crash
in our local community or 2,000
people dying in one fell swoop in
chemical warfare in Iraq? Which
culture do your students know best:
the lives of the rich and famous or
the lives of the dispossessed and
left out? For students to learn that
God calls them to serve this com
munity,they must take some
practicum in serving,literal labs of
service into the community and the
community into the school. Is
there a mother on welfare who
would be willing to talk to your
students? Is there a handicapped
adult who could show your stu
dents his or her real needs? Can
you set up for your students a
tutoring program in which one stu
dent sacrifices twenty minutes of
play time once a week to tutor a
classmate who "simply can't get "
math or English or history? And
what is it like at your city mission?
Who goes there? Why do they go
there?
Sometimes we can help stu
dents see that knowledge and
issues have a real face by working
a current community problem back
to i st causes and its human pain. In
our town the city fathers passed an
ordinance to make landlords
improve their buildings so that
poor people would not have to live
in run-down and dangerous build
ings. The landlords went to work
and improved the buildings,but
that cost money. When they had
the buildings all repaired,they
charged higher rents to get their
money back. The poor could no
longer afford their rental units and
had to leave. Now there is a short
age of really inexpensive homes.
What will the poor do? What
should the city do? The heart of
22
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the example is that students cannot
really serve unless they learn what
the real needs are. Christian teach
ers need to help students learn how
to serve.
Teach Students to Fo l l ow

All our talk all our teaching
about discernment,integration,and
serving is hollow and meaningless
unless we walk our talk unless we
ourselves practice discernment,
integration,and service. I am
amazed at the number of times
Paul called his listeners to imitate
him. In Paul's letter to the
Thessalonians, with whom he had
been for only a brief time,explain
ing the gospel,he learns that they
had followed him. He says, "You
became imi tators of us and of the
Lord; in spite of severe suffering,
you welcomed the message with
the joy given by the Holy Spirit.
and so you became a model to all
the believers in Macedonia and
Achaia " ( I Thess. 1 :6-7). Paul is
thrilled to hear that his modeling
Jesus Christ has led the
Thessalonians to follow him and
for the Achaians to follow the
Thessalonians. The secret is that
Paul followed Jesus Christ; that's
what Jesus told his disciples to do:
"Follow me." In Educating for
Responsible Action, N. Woltersdorf
says that "the children tended to
practice as the model practiced and
preach as the model preached "
(57). Our children will say what
we say in perfect pitch but only
practice what we ourselves prac
tice.
What will this modeling
include? Good teachers model
scholarship. It won't do to simply
say history is worthwhile unless
students see us doing history. We
need to model physical fitness and
good health; we need to do science,
do writing,do Bible study.
Modeling includes having a clear
empathy for how students learn.
For example, what if every teacher
in our schools faced each lesson,
even though he or she has taught it
for the twentieth time,as if facing
it for the first time,just as students
do? In a Reformed Journal piece a
decade ago,Dr.Marion Snapper
reflected on his great teachers; he
decided that what they had in com
mon was an ability to lead students
,
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patiently through their way of
thinking. Modeling will also
include response abilities;
Christian teachers lead children to
choose,to respond well by show
ing students their own response
abilities. As we respond,our chil
dren develop the ability to respond
Christianly.
As Paul followed Jesus,we
teachers follow the same Lord,a
walk so self-sacrificing that chil
dren see how we spend the Lord's
money,what we value by what we
talk about,what we are willing to
give up in order to meet the needs
of those who suffer the most. We
are guides along the way to the
Celestial City. As we sing and act
and play and paint,our children
learn that the arts are celebrative
and God-praising or are chores.
Which of us will take our calling
so filled with faith that we will
dare say to students: "Follow me
as I follow Christ Jesus? "
In the old days,good generals
led the troops into battle; they did
not stay back at headquarters in a
tent while the servants faced the
enemy. Good teachers lead the
children. I'm grateful that's what
my parents did,and their parents,
and their parents before them.
They took seriously the psalmist's
challenge, "One generation shall
laud your works to another "(Psalm
145:4). They "lauded "the Lord in
practice; so did my Christian teach
ers. They inspired me to follow
them as they followed Jesus.
Christian teachers handle that her
itage with a long view; they are
filled with awe that God has cho
sen them to communicate that her
itage to a new generation of fol
lowers,who,in tum, will laud the
Lord's works to their children.
It really is a grand trip; some
day soon all the pilgrims will be
gathered into the New Jerusalem.
Meanwhile we lead children by
following.
CEJ
Daniel R. Vander Ark,
principal of Holland Christian
Senior High School in Holland,
Michigan, presented these ideas in
a speech at CSI!ACSA convention
at Redeemer College in Ontario
last August.

Choos i n g a Play

Pa i n Rel i ef
fo r
P l ay D i recto rs

The fi rst i n
a two-part
arti cle o n
play d i rec
tion in the
Christian
school

BY LI N DA M I L BOU R N E A N D G I NA BA RRET SCHLESI N G E R

Y

ou have blurred vision, nau
sea, sweaty palms and a dry
mouth. All this because you have
just said "yes" to directing your
school play. Your head believes
dramatic experience is essential to
your students' Christian liberal arts
education, but your stomach is
already plagued with stage fright.
Goal Sett i n g

First, what are your goals in
directing this play (aside from sur
vival)? If you want your junior
highers to perform as profession
als, you will be disappointed. Set
realistic goals for your students and
yourself. Here are some examples
of students goals:
•

Students will communicate
biblical values through perfor
mances.

•

Students will sell a determined
number of tickets.

•

Students will demonstrate a
"team player" attitude in cast
and crew work.

The following are samples of
directors' goals:
•

Director will delegate respon
sibilities for each dimension of
play production to students ,
parents, and teachers.

•

Director will promote relation
ship between the school and
community by publicizing the
play in local papers and stores.

Setting specific goals allows
you and the cast to evaluate your
success after the play.

Your second, and perhaps
most important step, is choosing a
play. Plays produced by Christian
schools should be first, glorifying
to God, and second, artistically
excellent.
This first criteria may be met
through either a secular or
Christian script. A play may not
be explicitly religious yet represent
Christian morals, promote a
Christian world view, or make a
statement that underlines a biblical
principle.
Ask your principal to peruse
the script you are considering. He
or she will notice passages that
might offend the larger school
community and may suggest omis
sions or reject the entire play, but
changes are better made at this
early point than during rehearsals,
after time and money have been
spent.
However, you may choose a
play that has an explicitly Christian
message. Yet, while Christian
plays are easy to find, artistically
excellent Christian plays are not.
Plays that glorify God are often
written by amateurs, and their
merit is not tested by the stringent
artistic standards of the secular the
atre. Therefore, a play that would
fail in an unbiased theatre audience
because of poor artistry may be
accepted by those with a Christian
bias simply because of its Christian
message. The secular community
looks with derision on many inferi
or Christian plays, regarding them
as "bathrobe drama. "
Therefore, it is important for
Christian schools to meet the sec
ond criteria, that of artistic excel
lence, when looking for plays. If
we hope to reach the non-Christian
audience and build enthusiastic
support among our Christian audi
ence, it is vital that both the mes
sage and the medium are of high
quality.
Here are some additional ques
tions, more of a practical than theo
retical nature, to ask of the play
before making your final choice:
•

•
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Does its cast size and gender
composition correspond to my
pool of available students?
Can I visualize appropriate
staging for this play?
Christian Educators Journal
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•

Can we afford to pay any roy
alties involved? Pay attention
to the royalty demands listed
in the play catalogues.
Performing a play without
paying required royalty fees is
stealing. Mimeographing
copyrighted scripts is also
stealing. Royalty fees can be
as low as $5 and as high as
several hundred dollars.
Investigate the many excellent
non-royalty plays available,
such as The Importance of
Being Earnest. A quick call to
the publishing company can
answer your royalty questions.

6

•

1
2

Observe the students' emotion
al range and inventiveness
during improvisations. Create
situations similar to key
scenes in the play. After pre
senting the scenarios to the
students, watch how they act
them out. For example, in the
play The Lion, the Witch, and
the Wardrobe , Lucy discovers
a land called Narnia but is
unable to convince her sister
and brothers of its existence.
Without drawing attention to
this problem within the play,
divide your class into groups
of four or five students each.
Ask them to create a three
minute skit that matches the
title "Persuading Others to
Believe the Unbelievable. "
Give students just five minutes
to prepare.

3
4

Although your students' skits
don't deal directly with the
scene in the play, you will still
be able to observe a few of
your students emerge as
believing and faithful charac
ters. This improvisation pro
cess is fun for students and
allows you to observe them
grappling with problems criti
cal to the play's plot. If you
have students you are consid
ering for certain roles, plug
them into the parallel roles in
your scenario and see how
they do.

•

Are we equipped to handle the
technical demands of the play?

Business Ite m s

The third step you must take is
to get down to business. Although
this detail-work may be a distaste
ful discipline, it will later allow
you more time for the creative
aspects of the play. The following
are business priorities:
Add the performance dates to
the school calendar.
Make up the rehearsal sched
ule, including crew meetings
and deadlines. Negotiate this
schedule with faculty members
who share your practice space.
Then make sure your principal
approves the schedule and keeps a
copy. (A sample rehearsal sched
ule for the play The Lion, the
Witch, and the Wardrobe is avail
able upon request from the CEJ
editor. Six weeks were allotted to
prepare for this two-act, middle
school production.)
Order scripts and mail the roy
alty check to the play's pub
lishing company.
You might select a fellow fac
ulty member to assist you in
directing. Definitely recruit an
older, experienced student to watch
the script during rehearsals, run
errands, and serve as understudy in
an emergency.
Design a contract that students
will sign when they decide to
accept cast membership. Make
clear your expectations and conse
quences for not following through
on commitments. Consequences
might be a lower grade, a series of

This method is relaxing to the
students because it is in game
form, and they are free from
the tension that comes with
reading for a part. It can be
used exclusively, or as a relax
ing warm-up for the other
forms of tryouts.

5
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dents and read through the
play. You, the director, should
read the script orally, with lit
tle expression, while the stu
dents read silently. During the
first read-through students
meet the play's characters and
begin to comprehend the
play's conflicts and its dramat
ic and comic qualities.
Throughout your bland read
ing, students are free to think
about how they would inter
pret various lines, rather than
mimicking your interpretation.

warnings, or dismissal from the
cast. Parents should read this con
tract, sign it, and clear rehearsals
and performances with events on
their family calendar, so they will
know how to support you and their
child.
Cast the characters. Choose
one or a combination of the
following methods in casting your
play:

•

Another method is to gather
your group of interested stu-
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Then have students write on a
3x5 card their wish list of the
top three characters they
would like to portray.
At this point you can proceed
with improvisations, or go
straight to a formal try out
with students reading for key
scenes. Allow them to read
for their desired parts, as well
as any parts you might envi
sion them playing.
•

Another method is to give the
students a brief synopsis of the
play and a short description of
the characters. Have them fill
out their wish lists and pro
ceed with improvisations
and/or formal tryouts from
there.
Give yourself at least a day to

think through your decisions and to

discuss the cast list with your assis
tant director before posting the list.
Set up work crews for publici
ty, tickets, sets, props, makeup
design, and technical concerns.
Assign a student leader for each
crew, along with a parent or teach
er to advise.

7

You are now well on your way
toward producing a successful play.
You have learned how to set practi
cal goals, choose a play, and take
care of the nuts and bolts business
items. In the next issue of CEJ,
you will launch into perhaps the
most creative part of play production: directing the play.
CEJ
Linda Milbourne and Gina
Barrett Schlesinger are experi
enced teachers who have coached
drama at Delaware County
Christian School in Pennsylvania.

S U G G ESTED PLAYS FOR CHR ISTIAN SCHOOLS
Christian
Christ in the Concrete City (Philip Turner)
The Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe (Don Quinn-from C.S. Lewis' book)
A Man Called Peter (Catherine Marshall)
Murder in the Cathedral (T.S.Eliot)
The Robe (Lloyd C. Douglas)

Secular
Arsenic and Old Lace (Joseph Kesselring)
The Brute (Anton Chekhov)
The Celebration (Anton Chekhov)
Cheaper by the Dozen (Frank Gilbreth and Ernestine Gilbreth Carey)
The Crucible (Arthur Miller)
The Dear Departed (Stanley Houghton)
The Diary of Anne Frank (Francis Goodrich and Albert Hacken)
The Imaginary Invalid (Jean-Baptiste Moliere)
A Little Princess (Jane Walker Rogers-from Francis Hodgson Burnett's Sara Crewe)
A Man for All Seasons (Robert Bolt)
The Man in the Bowler Hat (A.A. Milne)
A Marriage Proposal (Anton Chekhov)
The Miracle Worker (William Gibson)
The Romancers (Edmond Rostand)
Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs of the Black Forest (June Walker Rogers-from the Grimm story)
Twelve Angry Men/Women (Sherman L. Sergei-from the T.V. show by Reginald Rose)

Play Publishing Companies
Baker's Plays
100 Chauncy St.
Boston, MA 021 1 1
(6 1 7) 482- 1280
(largest collection of religious plays)
Contemporary Drama Service
Box 77 1 0-ZS
Colorado Springs, CO 80933
(303) 594-4422

Plays Magazine
1 20 Boylston
Boston, MA 021 1 6
Samuel French Inc.
25 W. 45th St.
New York, NY 1 0036
(2 12) 382-0800
(largest play publishing house)

The Dramatic Publishing Company
4 1 50 N. Milwaukee Ave.
Chicago, n 60641
(3 1 2) 545-2062
(many quality plays for young people)
Eldridge Publishing Company
P.O. Drawer 2 1 6
Franklin, O H 45005
(5 1 3) 746-653 1
(they have a special church catalogue)
I.E. Oark, Inc.
Saint John's Rd.
Schulenburg, TX 78956-0246
(409) 743 -323 2
Music Theatre International
MTI Enterprises, Inc.
1 350 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 1 00 1 9
(2 1 2) 975-68 4 1
(Broadway musicals, such as Fiddler on
the Roof)
Performance Publishing Company
C/0 Baker's Plays
100 Chauncy St.
Boston, MA 021 1 1
(6 1 7) 482- 1280
(specializes in plays and musicals for young
people)
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0
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Pioneer Drama Service
2 1 7 1 S. Colorado Blvd.
Box 22555
Denver, CO 80222
(3 03) 759-4297
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"Quoth Phoe be Snow about to go
U pon a tri p to Buffalo,
' My gown stays white
From morn to night
U p on the road of anthracite. " '

Bob Schoon e-Jonge n :
on the Lac kawa n n a Sto ry
BY BRYC E FOP MA

8 ob Schoone-Jongen recites the

jingle with which he grew up,
a jingle that rode the rails of the
Lackawanna Line's advertising
campaign in the early 1 950s.
Today Bob lives a thousand miles
down the line from Paterson, N.J.,
where as a youngster he watched
the Hoboken to Buffalo train carry
its load of anthracite. Bob now
lives in Edgerton, Minnesota, and
builds model trains as a hobby
while his chief job and love is
teaching history and government at
Southwest Christian High.
"Schoon," as he is known to his
students, graduated from Calvin
College in 1 9 7 1 with a major in
history and later received his mas
ters degree from the University of
Kentucky.
In 1975 when he rode into
Edgerton, Bob donned his educa
tor's gown and engineered a per
sonal campaign to make his cours
es relevant and dynamic. "I want
to help kids understand that they
are part and product of history and
society. Things they're involved in
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are important; people one hundred
years down the road will study
them, looking for what motivated
them. "
A s a Christian educator, Bob
has a vision for the future that is
tied to the past, both of which he
and his students examine in the
light of God's Word. Bob stresses,
"I want to help develop a social
conscience. Christian morality
applies to society as well ' as indi
viduals. I want to get my students
to think more and analyze what's
going on around them . "
Getting the students to think
more and to set aside their " live for
today" mentality are difficult
assignments for any teacher. Bob
Schoone-Jongen reaches into his
'
own past for stories and strategies
that stimulate teenage minds to
relive and critically evaluate the
world of the present and the past.
More than trains rumble through
Bob's memory; he recalls being
intrigued by government and poli
tics already as a child: "I remem
ber as a kindergartner watching the
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McCarthy hearings and listening to
the Democratic Convention of
1 956-The Great State of
Alabama votes for Estes Kefauver.
. . .' " B ob pronounces the decision
with all the fervor of a delegate on
the convention floor. Then he
adds, " And I remember going to
the voting booth with my dad and
watching his legs beneath the cur
tain. "
Perhaps Bob did not fully
understand the burning issues of
the 1 950s, but his parents' concern
about politics and world events
sparked young Bob's interest. As a
student at North Fourth Street
Christian School in Paterson, Bob
received his early education. "I
had this fifth grade teacher, Clinton
Clark, who would tell stories about
his grandfather fighting alongside
Stonewall Jackson in the Civil War.
Mr. Clark's grandfather had his
legs sawed off in the war. " Bob
enjoyed those "grandfather sto
ries, " replete with the gruesome
details. Today " Schoon" shares the
incidents with his U.S. history

e l l i ng L i n e
classes at Southwest. Students
respond well to anecdotes, Bob
says. History becomes more than a
collection of cold, distant facts.
Besides Mr. Clark, Bob fondly
remembers the late Dr. Earl
Strikwerda, a professor at Calvin
College. "He had the most impact
on me, helping me to see history as
anecdote. During one interim peri
od, he would come into the class
room, lay down his cigar on the
chalk tray, and proceed to tell sto
ries of the Depression." Bob does
not smoke a cigar, but his class
room presentations often hang
heavy with relevant stories drawn
from the past. A baseball buff,
Bob can bat around tales about the
beginning of the Big Leagues and
how the Civil War, economic con
ditions, and the railroads contribut
ed to the expansion of the profes
sional teams. "I'm not a slave to
notes," Bob says, tossing out the
date when he saw his first baseball
game at the Polo Grounds. "If kids
want to go another direction, I can
do it, and if one story doesn't fly, I

can dump it and try another. "
One of those stories just might
be about Calvin Coolidge, a former
president whom Bob has studied
and has grown to admire:
"Coolidge was a kindred spirit
eccentric. "
Adding a splash o f local color
to his stories, Bob has extensively
read historical accounts of
Southwest Minnesota. He has
done research at the State
Historical Society and perused old
newspapers and church consistory
minutes, gleaning more material
for his local history collage.
Students of today, Bob says, have
forgotten their roots. They have
forgotten the immigrants who built
the farmsteads, meat markets,
churches, and Christian schools in
communities like Leota, Chandler,
and Edgerton. Bob tries to resur
rect a bit of history and to breathe
life and relevance into the students'
rich past.
"Kids don't remember the
immigrants anymore; they don't
remember what those ancestors

went through." Bob shares the
immigrants' trials during World
War I: "The immigrants were not
treated kindly by the local people.
Houses were painted yellow. The
postmaster was visited by the sher
iff for being subversive; and the
editor of a local newspaper and the
Christian school administrator had
a heated verbal exchange." Bob
emphasizes that history is not
something that lies chronologically
and logistically miles from his
classroom. Rather, the wars and
the Depression and the political
scene reach across oceans, moun
tains, and Minnesota prairies.
Besides tuning his students'
hearts and minds to the past, Bob
keeps them abreast of today's
news. Thanks to his personal
shortwave radio, Bob listens to the
British Broadcasting Company and
Radio Moscow. Every morning at
7:00 he awakens to the BBC and
later shares the news with his class.
Bob says, "The BBC does interna
tional news we don't do.
Americans tend to think a non
American slant on what's going on
is irrelevant. The BBC doesn't
give hockey and baseball scores;
instead, the news service tells
about the fights between the Sikhs
and Hindus in India or the conflict
between the minority Tamil Tigers
and Singhalese in Sri Lanka. "
Thus, Bob finds his shortwave
radio providing long-range benefits
for his students.
When not absorbing the latest
news from London or Moscow,
Bob directs an ear to the domestic
world: his wife, Beth (convenient
ly, the public librarian), and young
sons Terry and Brendan, who listen
to delegates on television calling
out names like Dole and Dukakis.
And for his sons, Bob is building a
love for God, for hist@ry, and for
model trains. For Bob Schoone
Jongen, the rails of history, laid
down by the Father of Time, run
through citie� and villages like
Paterson an d Buffalo and Edgerton.
Terry, Brencfun, and "Schoon's"
students are bn that line.
C EJ
Bryce Fopma teaches
junior high English at Edgerton
Christian Elementary in Edgerton,
Minnesota.
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Do n keys
and
E l e p h a nts
i n C l ass
BY H . K . ZO E KLI C H T

A

lready the afternoon sun was
casting long shadows through
the North window of the faculty
room of Omni Christian High
School. It was three-thirty on a
Thursday afternoon in early
December and a covey of weary
teachers gathered to relax for a few
precious moments and to revive
their spirits with the thick residue
of the day's ration of Maxwell
House. Among them was young
Jack Ezel, fledgling teacher of
United States history and govern
ment.
He looked dubiously at the
sludgy, brown brew that stained his
white styrofoam cup, sipped it, gri
maced, and then sprawled back
wards on the worn vinyl sofa dom
inating the south side of the faculty
room. Turning to veteran business
teacher Bill Silver, who held down
the other end of the sofa, Ezel
inquired in a low voice, "Hey Bill,
what's going on with Vander
Prikkel? He seems worried and
touchy today."
"Well," chuckled Silver,
"Steve has reason to be touchy.
Last Friday-we got our pay
checks, you know-he did as he
always does on payday. He went
to the Black Cat for a whiskey
sour, and someone, he thinks it was
Mrs. Reefer, saw him coming out
of there and complained to a board
member; and it was mentioned at
the board meeting Tuesday night.
That's what he's grim about. "
"What's to be grim about?"
inquired Ezel airily. "No problem
with that, is there? " And then he
changed his tone. "You know, Bill,
I'm kind of puzzled about what
28
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goes on here at Omni. Seems like
the fundamentalists are sort of tak
ing over. Know what I mean?" He
paused and then added, "I'm start
ing to get the dickens myself, you
know."
"And what's that all about?"
inquired the business teacher, with
a rising inflection.
"About my way of teaching
government," said the new alum
nus of Servant College. He low
ered his voice again, "Yesterday
Ms. Carpenter gave me what-for
because I've got those kids
involved in the political campaign,
which I happen to think is a good
way to teach government." He
added, "I guess there's some heat
being put on Carpenter for what I
have been doing in class, but I'm
not going to pay any attention to
it. " Ezel shrugged his shoulders.
Bill Silver now became very
interested. "That's not how I hear
it, Jack," he said. "I hear that you
pushed your enthusiasm for
Dukakis pretty hard in class, and
that you weren't very tolerant of
another point of view-you
know-Bush and the Republicans.
One of the kids in your class, Petey
Duistermars, told me that when
you referred to Bush you call him
'Poor Georgie.' If that's so, I think
you were making a mistake."
"But, Bill," protested the con
fident Ezel with a wave of his
hand, "as a political scientist I'm
entitled to have an informed opin
ion, aren't I? Why should I be
wimpy about an election when I'm
convinced of something, when I've
thought this matter through very
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carefully and know what I'm talk
ing about? Let every teacher
express his opinion. Isn't that
fair?"
John Vroom, Bible teacher, in
approaching the refreshment table
to salvage the remnants of the day's
goodies, had moved within earshot
of the dialogue. With his fat, stub
by forefinger he was conveying the
drippings from the raspberry jelly
doughnuts from the tray to his
mouth. He moved into the conver
sation.
"Yes, Ezel, what is all this
business about your classes? Beth
Harkema, she's my niece, you
know, told me that you handed out
Dukakis pins and stuff right there
in your class, and that you told the
kids that Christians should vote
Democratic and that you said Bush
was a wimp." He licked his fore
fmger. Then he added, "Besides, it
seems to me that generally speak
ing the Republican position on
important issues is more Christian
anyway."
Jack Ezel rose swiftly from the
sofa to face the Bible teacher. "Not
so, John! Not so at all! I can't
understand anybody saying that
ever. " His voice rose several deci
bels. "The whole thrust of the
Bible is toward justice and mercy,
toward helping the sick and the
widows and the poor and so on,
and you can't deny that the Demo
cratic Party is much, much more
concerned about those things than
the Republicans ever are." Ezel
was shouting now. He glared at
Vroom.
John Vroom was equal to the

teachers at Omni should be passive
and neutral in the classroom all the
time? I think we should be com
mitted and active. Dr. Summers at
Servant was always talking about
how we are supposed to be the
hands of Christ in the world. "
John Vroom , who had been
staring at the ceiling during Ezel's
outburst, regained the floor by sud
denly waving his pudgy forefinger

�
I
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occasion. Such combat frightened
him not a bit. He raised his hand
as if to ward off some blows and
quoted Scripture: "' If any would
not work, neither should he eat! '
That's in verse 10 of Paul's second
letter to the Thessalonians, if you
care to look it up," he said. "What
do you Democrats do with that? "
And then he pressed his attack.
"Now Jack, you're pretty young
yet, but for as long as I can remem
ber, it is always the Democratic
Party that wants to solve social
problems by taking money away
from people who work hard and
giving it to those who won't, and it
shows its great compassion by
making abortion not only legal but
free." He took a breath and added,
"And if you want to get economic
justice for Christian schools, you'd
better find another party. Mercy
and justice! Ha! " And Vroom dis
missed the Democrats with a wave
of his sticky hand.
Now Bill Silver regained his
place in the conversation. "Hold it,
you two," he said, placing his hand
between the shouters . "We weren't
talking about which party's policies
are Christian policies. We were
talking about what approach we
need to take in the classroom, espe
cially when there are such strong
feelings about politics. You know,
how partisan may we be? I work
hard not to let my students
know. . . . "
"That's what's wrong," broke
in Ezel. "You act as though your
faith commitment has nothing to
do with the way you vote. And
that's exactly wrong. You think

in his opponent's face and declar
ing, "Exactly! I agree! Ora et lab
ora," he said with emphasis on the
et. "But," and here he thrust his
face close to Ezel's, "in this
Christian school you should be
active in supporting policies that
Christians can support, not statism
and abortion and unjust war
and . . . . "
"Unjust war! " shouted the agi
tated Ezel. "Holy smokes, what do
you call it when a nation of two
hundred million invades a little
country like Grenada? And what
about Reagan's sneaking support to
the Contras against the legitimate
government of Nicaragua? "
"Here we go again," grinned
Bill Silver. "Why can't you guys
quit arguing about your private lit
tle wars and help us decide just
how political we may be in our
classrooms? Just what is wrong
with handing out Dukakis buttons
in class, or Bush buttons? How
about giving the students one of
each? "
Now Lucy Den Denker,
widow of the late history teacher
and principal Bob Den Denker,
ventured a thought. "Bob used to
struggle with this whole question a
lot, and with how to get kids to
think for themselves. I remember
his saying that he thought it was
wiser for us to help our students
understand the various political
issues as well as possible, and then
to raise questions about how
Christians ought to respond to
them. Abortion, for example. Bob
always said that, even though he
himself believed that abortion on
demand was morally wrong, he
could see that some of the pro
choice arguments were based on a
desire to be compassionate and
kind because . . . "
"Abortion is always wrong,"
interrupted John Vroom .
"Abortion is usually wrong, "
shot back Jack Ezel, "and a woman

ought to make the decision herself.
It's her body."
" S he doesn't have the right to
take the life of a baby for her per
sonal convenience," announced
Vroom.
"A fetus is not a baby,"
declared Ezel.
"Will you guys please get off
it," wailed B ill Silver. "Here we
are again, way off the subject. Do
you let your classes get away with
such monkey business?"
Lucy Den Denker tried again.
"What I meant to say was that Bob
thought we had a duty, especially
in government classes, to make
sure that students understood the
principles and practices of all the
parties, and that we should do that
fairly, objectively." She nodded
her blonde head affirm atively as
she talked. "But outside of
school," she continued, "he thought
it was a fine thing for a teacher to
be politically active, you know,
involved."
Now high-heeled, blue-suited
principal Esther Carpenter, who
had quietly joined the kletzing
teachers in the faculty room, nod
ded in agreement. "That's what I
think too, Lucy. It is not good
teaching to inculcate a one-party
line. We don't have a right to be
highly partisan here at Omni, espe
cially when our students are what
you might call a . . . a captive audi
ence. We've got to be even
handed. But I think it is good to
explore an issue together and . . . . "
'"Choose ye this day whom ye
shall serve,"' intoned John Vroom
militantly. ''I'm tired of all the
pussyfooting we do even when we
know what is right and what is
wrong."
"All right," said the principal
firmly. "You tell me, John, what I
am to say when an angry parent
who is a Democrat comes to my
office and tells me that he doesn't
pay his child's tuition in order to
have his child brainwashed by a
Republican? Tell me?"
"Tell him, " said the Bible
teacher, with just a trace of a smile
on his lips, " that his child is not
being brainwashed. He is being
educated."
Bill Silver jumped up and
strode firmly toward the door.
"Time to get out of here," he
announced.
CEJ
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Teacher Image Q uestionnaire
How effective are the
teacher image question
naires since they are just
student perceptions, and,
with adolescents particu
larly, these feelings can
change rapidly and be
swayed easily?
The teacher image question
naires can be very effective. Even
though the adolescent feelings or
opinions may fluctuate, the overall
student perceptions will most like
ly trigger a fairly accurate, sponta
neous response. Usually too, two
or three classes will corroborate
similar strengths and weaknesses.
Rarely are all students " out to get"
a teacher; and if that were true, the
teacher needs greater input than the
questionnaire can provide.
Personally, I find interesting
comparisons from years past. I
remember a time when I did not
take these surveys seriously. I flip
pantly invented excuses for the
weaknesses pinpointed: the same
weaknesses persisted for several
years. I was immersed in an apa
thetic attitude that had permeated
almost the entire staff. When I
finally did learn to value the stu
dent opinions and worked on the
areas of concern , surprisingly I
found improvement occurring in
all categories.
As teachers, we shouldn't
underestimate our students' input.
Looking at our image in the mirror
or even on a video-recorded tape
will not give us the feelings and
insights that the image question
naire does. What we think about
our attitudes and teaching methods
isn't enough; what the students
think about them , even if they're
inaccurate, is essential. Their per
ceptions can be a hindrance to
learning. If we're aware of them,
we can make changes; and in that
respect, the questionnaire becomes
a tool for effective teaching.
Perhaps administration often
sees the survey as an evaluation
only, and then we as teachers tend
to become defensive and con
cerned more about the results for
the file in the office than for the
30
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students in the classroom.
Administrators need to monitor the
outcome with encouragement and
suggestions, not only to us as indi
vidual teachers, but also to the
entire staff noting common
strengths and weaknesses unique to
our school systems.
Individually and collectively
as Christian educators, we must
recognize the image questionnaires
as a means for potential profession
al growth.

Cou rse Cont roversy

ideas and methods. Their chil
dren's education is the best invest
ment they will ever make, and they
want to protect it. So our job
sometimes is to educate the parents
and assure them we also want the
best for their sons and daughters.
I personally find that involvement
with parents adds trust, shared
commitment, and unified effort to
the success of any program. We
are in this business together.

You are encouraged to send
questions o n any topic re lat

A course that I was

ed to the Ch ristian teac her's

requested to teach this

ro le and response, reg a rd less

year, has caused some

of g rade leve l . The ed itor will

controversy in several of

solicit responses f rom addi

our Christian schools.

tional sou rces when appropri

I've been well trained

ate. Add ress q uestions to :

and am excited about
the program but fear I
might run into the same
difficulty with parents.
How can I prevent this?
"An ounce of prevention is
worth a pound of cure." B ecause
you were requested to teach this
course, I assume support from
administration and colleagues
exists. Time allotment and student
expectations are important issues
with the entire staff. With their
backing and your knowledge and
confidence of the program , I rec
ommend the immediate scheduling
of a parent seminar. In light of the
controversy elsewhere I would
understand your hesitation to do
so, but parents need to be informed
of the content of the course. Most
fears are allayed on both sides if
adequate information is given and
questions are answered and/or dis
cussed. I advise familiarizing
yourself with the current objections
in order to be forearmed and con
tacting Christian educators suc
cessfully involved in the program.
Parents also need to observe and
appreciate your Christian perspec
tive permeating the course materi- .
als and your willingness to contin
ue open communication.
Regardless of the program , we
should expect parents to show
interest and concern about new
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Marlene Do rhout
CEJ Que ry Ed ito r
2 1 35 S. Pearl
Denver, CO 802 1 0
Co nfidential ity i s assu red .
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ible names bring pictures to
mind. David and sheep,
Daniel and the lions, Noah and the
ark are a few examples. Names
are very important to all of us,
especially our own.
The name David is not only
the name of a famous Bible king,
but it is a common name today as
well. It can also be the name of a
B ible art and memory exercise.
David said, " The Lord is my shep
herd, I shall not want. "

Materials:
large manila paper
pencils
glue
water cups
water
watercolors
large brushes

Bi ble
N a m es
and
Toot h p i c k
Art

Directions:
With a pencil, have the chil
dren print the name David or their
own names on a piece of manila
paper measuring 1 2 " X 1 8 " . The
letters should be large and placed
in the center of the paper. Let them
use a piece of scrap paper for prac
tice. Then trace over the name
with a fine but steady flow of glue.
Let the glue dry. Next, have
them wash in shades of watercolor
over the entire piece of paper.
Always begin at the top with broad
strokes and work toward the bot
tom . The glued letters will not
absorb the paint and can still be
read.
Teach the Twenty-third Psalm
with this art project. It can help the
children hide God's Word in their
hearts.

BY J EAN RASMUSSEN

G

iving thanks always for all
things unto God and the
Father in the name of our Lord
Jesus Christ, " Ephesians 5:20.
This verse reminds us of sev
eral holidays: Thanksgiving,
II

Christmas, and Easter. It can also
bring to mind toothpick art, with
harvest products for Thanksgiving,
Christmas symbols, or a donkey for
Palm S unday just before Easter.
Try these holiday art projects.

should be done before the tooth
picks are glued to the white paper.
The children can hang up their
toothpick art and learn Ephesians
5:20 so it becomes a part of
"Giving thanks always . . . " to the
Lord.
C EJ

Jean Rasmussen resides in
Wenonah, New Jersey.

Materials:
a pencil
crayons
construction paper
colored toothpicks
glue
Directions :
Two sheets of paper are need
ed: an 8" x 1 1 " sheet of white
paper will be used for the picture
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TELLING THE NEXT GENERATION:
EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT IN
NORTH AMERICAN CALVINIST
CHRISTIAN SCHOOLS
by Harro Van Brummelen
Lanham, Maryland: University Press of
America, 1986.
Reviewed by George Harris
Professor of Classics, Calvin College,
Grand Rapids, Michigan 49506

In his book Telling the Next
Generation, Harro Van Brummelen
sets forth the results of many years
of teaching, administration, study,
and reflection, most of them spent
in the Society of Christian Schools
in British Columbia. The book, in
substance a revised version of his
doctoral dissertation, explores in
detail the Calvinist Christian
school movement in North
America, together with its two
nineteenth-century Dutch
antecedents-Reveil (Awakening)
and the Afscheiding (Seccesion).
Van Brummelen views the history
of Calvinist day schools as essen
tially a story of the conflict
between two largely opposing edu
cational visions.
What are these visions? At
one pole is the isolationist vision,
stemming from the Afscheiding,
which sees Christ as opposed to
culture; the goal of Christian edu
cation becomes the protection of
covenant children from the sur
rounding society with its godless
moral, social, and economic val
ues . At the other pole is the " trans
formational" view, stemming from
the Reveil in embryonic form. In
this view, which regards Christ as
the transformer of culture, the goal
of Christian education becomes the
shaping of covenant children to be
active agents in that transformation
according to Christian norms.
32
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The debate was transplanted to
North America via the successive
waves of Dutch Calvinists who set
tled in Canada and the United
S tates . Van Brummelen contends
that many supporters of Christian
education, school boards, and even
educators frequently failed to catch
the larger vision of Christian
education. They all too often
ignored fundamental questions of
philosophy and direction and con
tented themselves with a Christian
veneer to a basically secular educa
tional program . He is no doubt
accurate in documenting cases
where social pressures rather than
carefully reasoned educational
principles structured the venture of
Christian education. Van Brum
melen serves the educational com
munity well here, as he makes
readily accessible an integrated
account of such pedagogically
unreflective communities .
That said, one feels compelled
to raise certain questions about
both the content and tone of some
of the author's criticisms. It is
troubling that Van Brummelen's
critique of contributions to the
debate about Christian educational
philosophy is sometimes expressed
in a tone bordering on arrogance
and couched in language that
descends to pejorative sloganizing.
A few cases in point may be use
ful.
A good place to begin is the
author's addictive use of the term
conservative as a pejorative label.
Is any good purpose served by
prejudicially labelling as conser
vative almost anyone who raises
questions about proposed changes
or putative reforms that the author
regards with favor? And let us
grant that earlier advocates of
Calvinistic education-Henry
Zylstra and William H. Jellema
receive prominent mention-may
have been one-sided in their views
of the proper content of education
and unduly skeptical of new
approaches and methodologies. Is
it not, however, facile and reduc
tionistic to dismiss their contribu
tions as mere exercises in rational
ism? There can hardly be a student
who has passed through our col
leges this generation who has not
benefited in significant ways from
the pedagogical reflections of these
distinguished educators.
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Consider, too , Van Brum
melen's evaluation of N.H.
Beversluis's monograph Toward a
Theology of Education. Beversluis
contends, the reader may recall,
that it is possible to combine desir
able emphases from several
approaches to education into a pro
gram that gives adequate attention
to the moral and creative, as well
as intellectual, dimensions-a
position at the very least not self
evidently mistaken. And his posi
tion surely deserves more than dis
missal without argument as an
exercise in "eclecticism." In fact,
one may employ an ad hominem
argument against the author, who is
not wholly free from eclecticism
himself. For he seeks to combine
progressive education (which he
criticizes very little, while harshly
denouncing its critics in the
Reformed community) with
Calvinistic theology and the "trans
formationalist" view of the
Christian cultural task-a concept
borrowed from H. R. Niebuhr.
One suspects that John Dewey
might have been amused at the
suggestion that his instrumentalist
philosophy is readily compatible
with a Christian anthropology.
The position of H.R. Niebuhr,
which, as T. Plantinga has argued
in a recent article, is in danger of
becoming a new orthodoxy among
us, requires special attention.
Niebuhr's concept of "Christ-trans
forming culture" emanates from a
theologian who could be called
Reformed only by a very strained
use of language. His theology,
moreover, is laden with universal
istic and triumphalistic overtones.
Yet, this transformationalism ,
equated with the Kingdom vision
of Abraham Kuyper's thought at
numerous points, emerges as the
key concept in Van Brummelen's
book.
In contrast, the author seems
remarkably uncritical in his warm
commendations of the putative
neo-Calvinism of N. Wolterstorff
and A. De Graaff, especially for
their advocacy of the "wholly dif
ferent" idea that Christian schools
must help the supporting commu
nity to be a "revolutionary van
guard, ushering in a new order," a
state of affairs in which children
become "witnesses and servants of
a Christian vision of life in opposi-

tion to a Western culture," a mind
set largely enslaved-so he con
tends-to the idea of economic
progress. The question may well
be asked whether Western culture,
as the book suggests , is so corrupt
ed and so devoid of marks of
Christian influence that the only
position open to the reflective
Christian is total opposition.
In fairness to the author, it
must be said that in the final chap
ter the transformationalist vision is
stated with much greater modesty.
Here Van Brummelen urges
Kuyperian Calvinists to the task of
"contribution" to modem culture as
Christians, of "analyzing" modem
social structures and phenomena,
and "influencing" them on the
basis of Christian norms. Here he
states, too, with uncharacteristic
mildness, that " new directions"
must be introduced in such a way
that "the supporting community
understands them and is willing to
walk along the path, rocky though
it may be at times. " When the
social task of the Christian commu
nity is thus stated, and when
Christian educators are urged zeal
ously to equip their students to per
form it, no serious Calvinist can do
other than concur.
In summary, this book is a
valuable, although not unflawed,
contribution to the task of defining
the goals and purposes of the
Christian institutions that are so
crucial to the case of Christ's
Kingdom on earth. If it spurs con
tinuing vigorous engagement in
defining that task, it will have
served a highly useful purpose.

primary focus is historical, this
book may function as a fine intro
duction to evangelical higher edu
cation.
Three of the articles deserve to
be highlighted. Leland Ryken's

MAKING HIGHER EDUCATION
CHRISTIAN: THE IDSTORY AND
MISSION OF EVANGELICAL COL
LEGES IN AMERICA
by Joel A. Carpenter and Kenneth W.
Shipps, eds.
Christian University Press, Eerdmans,
Grand Rapids, Michigan, 1987, 304 pp.,

$16.95, pb.

Reviewed by Rex M. Rogers
Associate Professor of Political Science,
Cedarville College, Cedarville, Ohio

45314.

Evangelical colleges in
America are virtually invisible to
the general public and the scholarly
community. And what is perhaps
more deflating, evangelical col
leges are often unknown to evan
gelical Christians whose geography
or theology place them outside of a
given institution's traditional con
stituency. This book is a step
toward redressing the undesirably
low profile of evangelical colleges.
Despite the well-publicized
cultural resurgence of evangelical
ism, Christian higher education
remains a largely unstudied enter
prise. The editors have, therefore,
compiled nineteen essays, most of
which were first presented at a
conference entitled "The Task of
Evangelical Higher Education" and
sponsored by the Billy Graham
Center, Wheaton, Illinois. A wide

BY STEV E J . VA N D E RWE E LE

range of topics and perspectives is
covered in one volume, providing
the reader with a clear portrait of
evangelical higher education.
This text is dedicated to the
evangelical academy-the commu
nity of educators serving move
ments of Protestant orthodoxy and
revivalism-as well as those in
nonevangelical institutions.
Nonevangelical readers will also
find this work useful, and since its

piece detailing reformation and
puritan ideals of education is an
excellent expression of the purpose
of Christian education and is espe
cially noteworthy for its articula
tion of the value and intellectual
base of the liberal arts. Thomas
Askew's essay traces stages of
institutional development from an
insular, church-focused beginning
through corporate definition and
consolidation and, finally, profes
sionalization. Askew's thoughts
synthesize a lifetime of study and
exposure to Christian higher edu
cation with an evident understand
ing of organizational theory and
sociological principles like bureau
cratization. Those ministering in
or interested in Bible colleges will
find Virginia Lieson Brereton's
chapter enjoyable and informative.
Her piece salutes the institutional
heritage many evangelical liberal
arts colleges share.
One of the many virtues of this
text is that it is honest. The weak
nesses and mistakes of Christian
higher education are so labeled and
not euphemistically referred to as
"concerns." This "warts and all"
approach is refreshing and con
structive. Another strength is the
scholarly stature of many of the
contributors: Nathan 0. Hatch,
George M. Marsden, Mark A. Noll,
William C. Ringenberg, Timothy
L. Smith, and Nicholas
Wolterstorff are among them .
One weakness of the essays is
their curious omission of any
developed discussion of fundamen
talist-oriented colleges. It is true
that not all evangelicals are funda
mentalists; nevertheless, funda
mentalists are evangelicals whether
or not they always admit it and,
therefore, would seem to qualify
for review in a text addressing
evangelical higher education.
Even more perplexing is the
penchant of several writers to make
oblique references to fundamental
ist colleges using terms like
"exclusivistic" and " strident. "
Undoubtedly, fundamentalism as a
movement at times suffers from
these tendencies. But it is inexcus-
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able for scholars to perpetuate tired
old jingoisms better left to the pop
ular press. Untested generaliza
tions fail to recognize a number of
significant sociological develop
ments within fundamentalism.
Although some of the old ecclesi
astical war horses and some
younger misguided speakers still
employ needlessly bellicose
rhetoric , many others have long
since learned important lessons of
civility and tolerance, particularly
among some of the colleges.
Editors Carpenter and Shipps
have made a worthy contribution to
evangelical college self-reflection
and comparative analysis. Their
text, together with William C .
Ringenberg's 1 9 84 book, The
Christian College, represent the
best recent thinking on Christian
higher education. Both books were
published under the same auspices,
and one hopes this is a signal for
similar studies yet to come. If so,
Christian higher education is the
beneficiary and cannot help
improving upon an already laud
able tradition.

CHRISTIAN
GRADUATE
STUD IES
"ICS has made a profound differ
ence in my life." Lambert Zuider

vaart, Ph . D . , Assoc. Prof. , Phil . ,

RBC Offers
Two New Programs

Calvin College

"I would not have wanted to spend
the past few years studying
anywhere else . " David Woods, ICS

M.Phil.F. grad., Political Theory

"Some of us were born too soon.
The others have the enviable option
of attending ICS!''

John H.Redekop, Ph . D . , Prof.
Politic:./ Science, Wilfrid Laurier
University, Wa terloo

T h e Associate in Child Developmen t
program prepares students to teach in
or d i rect day care centers, n u rsery
s c h o o l s , a n d c h i l d care p ro gra m s
s p o n sored b y m a n y c h u rches.
The Associate in Secretarial Scien ce
program is specifica l l y designed to
pre p a re s t u d e n ts to se rve as s u pport
staff m e m bers .
Additional i n formation concern i n g these two
progra ms can be obtained by contacti ng the
Admissions Office

INSTITUTE FOR
CHRISTIAN STUDIES
The Chris tian graduate school
offering Mas ter 's and Ph . D .
programs , i n the. fol:ln�ations of
vanous dzsczplmes
229 College St., Toronto, Ont., Canada
MST 1 R4 I Tel. : (41 6)979-2331
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(6 1 6)

4 5 8 ·0404

Reformed Bible College
1869 Robinson Road S . E . , Grand Rapids, M l 49506

New Advertising Section

Journal is i n need of an editor

D id you know?

for the Idea Bank colum n .

The Institute for Christian
Studies, Toronto, offers a corre
spondence course in education
theory entitled "Christian
Schools: Their Bases, Goals,
and Practices."
The materials include a 400page anthology of important
essays dealing with a Christian
philosophy of education-a
stellar achievement in itself.
Dr. Harro Van Brummelen, the
guiding spirit of the course, has
prepared a syllabus to organize
and illuminate the essays.
Several pamphlets round out the
supply of materials. The course
is valuable not only for a new
comer to Christian pedagogical
theory but also for anyone wish
ing to hone his Reformed sensi
tivities to Christian education.
For more information, write
to Institute for Christian
Studies 229 College Street,
Toronto, Ontario, Canada M5T
1R4.

TEACHERS WANTED

The focus is o n p ractical
ideas to be u sed i n the ele

Beg i n n i n g wit h the

mentary classroom . P lease

February/March issue of CEJ

ad d ress a l l i nq u i ries to :

we will be adve rt i s i n g open
ings fo r teachers. The cost is

Lo rna Van G i lst

$3.00 per l i n e with a m i n i m u m

Manag i n g Editor

of $1 2.00. P lease s e n d you r

Eng lish Department

I nformation by Decem ber 23,

Do rdt Col lege

to :

Sioux Center, lA 51 250
Van Rees & Assoc iates
570 Liberty SW
G rand Rap ids, Ml 49509

The Ch ristian Educators
Journal is p u b l ished fou r
times a yea r :
Octobe r/Novem ber,

,

Decem be r/January,
February/Marc h ,
and Apri l/May.
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